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Abstract
Despite decades of research and practical interventions, organizations continue to struggle with
how best to manage diversity. Policies aimed at simply increasing representation of minority
members or awareness of differences in the work place often create more problems than they
solve. What is needed is research based evidence regarding the role of more specific beliefs,
behaviors, and climates. Across two studies and a combination of qualitative and quantitative
methods, this research addresses how beliefs about diversity are formed and operate; the
influence of behaviors such as mindfulness, mutual perspective taking in teams and inclusive
leadership; and the development of diversity climates that engage with diversity in the day to
day practice of work to bring new insights and knowledge to accomplish work objectives.
Together, the studies contribute not only to theory regarding diversity and team effectiveness,
but also provide important recommendations for policy guidelines, particularly in multinational
corporations (MNCs) to improve the utilization of diverse workforce in order to maximize
organizational outcomes.

Keywords: Diversity management, diversity beliefs, diversity climate, inclusive leadership,
mindfulness, perspective taking
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Globalization and immigration have resulted in an increasingly multicultural
workforce. In 2017, the Australian Bureau of Statistics estimated that 26.3% of Australia’s
population was born overseas and the country’s population had grown by 1.5% that year. Net
Overseas Migration, the measurement of net gain or loss of population through migration into
and outside of Australia, accounted for 55.4% of this population growth while the remaining
percentage of growth was attributed to natural increase (Australian Bureau of Statistics,
2017). For the first time in Australian migration history, China surpassed the United
Kingdom as Australia’s primary source of permanent migrants, with India fast becoming a
close second (Parliament of Australia, 2017). This increase in Chinese and Indian permanent
migrants is reflected both in the Australian workforce and the customer base, and will have a
tangible effect on workplace dynamics. If this increasing diversity and multiculturalism are
not managed well, conflict and turnover can ensue (Pelled, 1996; Williams & O’Reilly,
1998).
To minimize potential conflict that might occur, organizations dedicate tremendous
resources to workplace diversity initiatives. In 2003, one estimate suggests that organizations
in the USA spend eight billion dollars each year to manage diversity, and companies
increased their recruitment for diversity and inclusion professionals by 35% between 2017
and 2019 (Newkirk, 2019; Shi et al., 2018). But results often do not go according to plan
(Leslie, 2017). For example, diversity programs often aim to increase the representation of
minority groups across different organizational hierarchies. However, this can backfire if
employees who are outside of the targeted minority groups believe that such policies are
unfair. Building a diverse and inclusive workplace is a multifaceted and complex task that
likely requires addressing these fundamental beliefs that employees hold.
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As a result, in addition to implementing non-discrimination practices, a promising
avenue for exploration is the concept of diversity beliefs, defined as individuals’ beliefs
regarding how diversity can positively or negatively impact their workplace goals (Van
Knippenberg & Haslam, 2003). Understanding these beliefs serves as a foundation for
developing pro-diversity behaviors that can influence self and others in the workplace
(Homan et al., 2010; Tekleab & Quigley, 2014). Targeting these beliefs, the behaviors they
foster, and the processes involved in these relationships is a promising means of managing
diversity in organizations.
To address this objective, this thesis examines how diversity beliefs form and operate
in order to inform diversity management in the workplace. I begin by reviewing the literature
on diversity, diversity beliefs, leadership, and diversity climate. Although interest in
diversity beliefs is increasing (Kauff et al., 2020; Van Knippenberg & Schippers, 2007), we
know little about how such beliefs originate and the processes by which they exert influence.
There is speculation that diversity beliefs influence leadership, and we do know that
organizational leadership plays an important role in employees’ experience of the workplace,
for example, there is a direct effect of leadership behaviors on stress outcomes (Lyons &
Schneider, 2009) and emotional experiences (Bono et al., 2007). However, we lack evidence
of the link between diversity beliefs and leadership behavior. Likewise, Hajro, Gibson and
Pudelko (2017) have shown that a team climate that supports engagement with the diversity
in the team can lead to positive team outcomes; however, to date, the role of leaders in
fostering such a climate has yet to be explored.
To this end, I conducted two studies which together explore the following research
questions: (1) How do diversity beliefs form and operate to foster leadership? (2) Are certain
leadership behaviors related to particular diversity climates in teams? (3) Does the process of
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mutual perspective taking clarify the relationship between leadership behavior and diversity
climate?
In the first study, a stratified sampling strategy was used to conduct 40 exploratory
interviews with working professionals across a metropolitan city in Australia, exploring the
role of diversity beliefs, and their impacts in an inductive model. This study explored
experiences that lead to the formation of their own diversity beliefs. Key findings revealed
how an individual’s personal or prior work experiences shape and influence their diversity
beliefs, the implications of these beliefs for leadership behavior. An interesting specific
finding was that well-intentioned beliefs may not always manifest into functional behaviors,
such that a leader’s good intentions toward diversity can sometimes be perceived negatively
by others in the workplace.
In a second study, I then examined the creation of a climate that promotes
engagement around diversity, as contrasted with climates which seek to simply make
employees aware of diversity or which focus on developing rules and policies about diversity.
I propose that diversity climate is promoted by leaders who demonstrate inclusive leadership.
Further, I clarify the nature of this positive relationship by investigating the intervening
process of mutual perspective taking. This second study involved collecting data across
multiple time points, but due to attrition, the analysis reported here was cross-sectional. The
sample included 33 postgraduate student teams. Results showed evidence of the mediating
role of mutual perspective taking in the positive relationship between inclusive leadership
behaviors and an engagement-focused diversity climate, which represents the incorporation
of diversity into the fundamental work of the organization.
The relationships explored across the two studies are illustrated below. Together, the
studies contribute to the literature on diversity, leadership and teams, delineating how a focus
on diversity beliefs in addition to other diversity practices can help create a better workplace
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for both employees and organizations. An individual’s diversity beliefs are the bedrock of
how they interpret the value of diversity and this interpretation can influence their behavior in
the workplace. There are two main advantages to learning how diversity beliefs are formed.
Firstly, diversity scholars and practitioners can better understand the underlying mechanisms
that lead to negative workplace behaviors and mitigate these challenges. Building upon the
knowledge of how diversity beliefs are formed, diversity scholars and practitioners can
develop effective training for employees and leaders that highlights the powerful connection
between diversity beliefs and behaviors. Surfacing this connection can create a diversity
climate that is beneficial to the workplace in terms of employee well-being and performance
outcomes. Another facet this research project brings into focus is that leadership behaviors
can leverage diversity and build inclusion in diverse teams. Particularly, leadership behaviors
that encourages diversity that is beneficial to work outcomes whilst at the same time fostering
a sense of belonging can create a diversity climate that engages positively and productively
with the team’s diversity. As a result of inclusive leadership behaviors, team members are
likely to feel appreciated for their unique contributions in an inclusive team environment,
which should pave the way to the creation of an effective team.
Figure 1
Graphic Overview of the Studies
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
Theoretical Foundations
Diversity is a double-edged sword (Van Knippenberg & Van Ginkel, 2010). An
increasingly diverse workforce can allow organizations to nurture innovative ideas from
employees who are demographically different from one another but these differences
between team members can also easily escalate into conflict and derail a team’s progress
towards their goals (Jehn & Mannix, 2001). Organizations have responded with diversity
initiatives such as facilitation of organization wide cultural awareness sessions and
implementation of diversity-focused policies. Diversity initiatives at the workplace were
introduced by the United States Congress in 1943 when the first modern equal employment
legislation was put in place to desegregate the armed services (McCormick, 2007). Two
decades later, in 1965, the United States Equal Employment Opportunity Commission was
established to put a spotlight on diversity initiatives such as affirmative action plans in the
workplace. For example, a study that focused on workplace diversity practices within the
science and engineering industry by the United States National Research Council (1997)
highlighted successful diversity initiatives from a number of American corporations.
Companies such as Alcoa, Apple, AT&T, Corning, and Xerox were lauded for their policies
and training programs that were designed specifically to target demographic diversity (e.g.
increasing the number of women in all phases of the employment cycle from recruitment to
promotion, development of policies such as maternity leave, and establishing networking and
mentoring for women and ethnic minority staff). These were deemed as best practice.
Moving forward two decades, organizations continue to attempt to address diversity. Jayne
and Dipboye (2004) reviewed diversity statements from Fortune Magazine’s 50 Best
Companies for Minorities and found that even though these companies had shifted to a
broader definition of diversity, activities that comprise diversity programs (e.g. recruiting,
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retaining and developing employees from under-represented groups) were similar to efforts in
the past, and continue to focus on demographic diversity.
Shifting our lens to Australia, the Equal Employment Opportunity Act was
established in 1986 to consolidate individual anti-discrimination acts established over time in
the 1980s (Australian Human Rights Commission, 2020). These acts have benefitted
Australian workplaces. For example, Peetz and colleagues (2008) analyzed data from a
national workplace relations survey and found that women working in workplaces covered by
the legislation had equal access to rewards and work developmental opportunities compared
to women who worked in unregulated workplaces. However, there is still much room for
improvement. Minority groups are vastly underrepresented in senior management (Hajro et
al., 2017; Kalev et al., 2006; Landau, 1995; Shore et al., 2011), given that senior management
positions in Australia are held mostly by people with Anglo-Celtic and European
background. For example, in a study by Diversity Council Australia (2013), 77% of chief
executives from the 200 companies on Australian Securities Exchange (ASX) have an AngloCeltic background and 18% have a European background. Thus only 5% of the chief
executives had a background other than an Anglo-Celtic or European. Yet, 32% of the
Australian population have such backgrounds (i.e., they do not have an Anglo-Celtic or
European heritage). Clearly, greater representation is necessary in the upper ranks. As a
result, there is a need to look beyond practices such as the implementation of diversity
policies that target specific demographic groups in the workplace. As this thesis will address,
in some instances, a narrow and rigid diversity policy or intervention may even result in
undesirable workplace impact due to beliefs held by the majority group (Dover et al., 2016;
Friedman & Davidson, 2001). Instead, broad scale change in the fundamental beliefs,
leadership behaviors and climates of organizations are likely to be the key to implementing
dramatic improvements in representation and inclusion.
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Types of Diversity
Work group diversity broadly refers to the distribution of different personal attributes
between members of a work unit, including age, gender, race, or ethnicity, culture, education
level, work experience, or cognitive abilities (Hajro et al., 2017; Jackson & Joshi, 2011;
Shore et al., 2011; Van Knippenberg & Schippers, 2007; West et al., 2003). Each of these
attributes may represent an identity group, in which members have participated in equivalent
historical experiences, currently are subjected to similar social forces, and as a result have
similar world views (Friedman & Davidson, 2001).
There are two main types of diversity that are differentiated by the nature of the
differences represented: diversity on relationship-oriented attributes (which are attributes that
mainly influence interpersonal relationships but do not usually have a direct impact on task
performance) and diversity on task-oriented attributes (which are attributes that mainly
influence task performance) (West et al., 2003). Within each of these two main typologies are
two sub-typologies, diversity on readily observable demographic attributes (e.g. race, age,
gender, work team membership, and education level) and diversity on underlying attributes
(e.g. personality, attitudes, task and organizational knowledge, cultural values) (West et al.,
2003). Much of the empirical diversity research has examined readily observable
demographic attributes and their relationship to performance (Jackson & Joshi, 2011). Lesser
attention has been allocated to diversity on underlying attributes and how they impact
performance. Yet, it is diversity on underlying attributes that is increasing as a result of
immigration and globalization trends.
In terms of why diversity is related to work processes, there are two main intellectual
traditions that guide diversity research: the self-categorization perspective and the
information decision perspective (Ely & Thomas, 2001; Williams & O’Reilly, 1998). Selfcategorization theory (Turner et al., 1987) and the similarity-attraction paradigm (Byrne,
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1971) focuses on the similarities and differences between team members, which often results
in in-group (a social group to which an individual identifies as being a member of due to
similarities) and out-group distinctions (social groups to which an individual does not identify
with because of differences). Translating this perspective to work outcomes, suggests that
teams composed of similar members should be more effective than diverse teams because
homogeneous teams share similar attributes, such as communication and opinions, which
may result in less team conflict and more efficient work processes (Wiersema & Bantel,
1992). The similarity-attraction paradigm posits that diverse teams might perform less
effectively when compared to homogenous teams because team diversity might create
conflict, whereby team members might choose to cooperate only with other members who
share similar demographic attributes and as a result cause conflict with members of the outgroup which can affect team effectiveness.
In contrast, the information decision perspective (Williams & O’Reilly, 1998), or the
cognitive diversity hypothesis (Miller et al., 1998), focuses on the positive effects derived
from different views or knowledge bases that coincide with the sources of diversity
represented within the work group. This perspective supports the idea that diverse teams are
more likely to have access to a broader range of knowledge, skills and abilities (Bell et al.,
2011; Harrison & Klein, 2007; Simons et al., 1999).
In support of both of these perspectives, research has shown that the various types of
differences represented on a work team may affect that team’s process and performance in
both positive and negative manner (Jackson et al., 2003; Linnehan & Konrad, 1999; Van
Knippenberg & Schippers, 2007). For example, one meta-analysis reviewing whether
homogenous or heterogeneous work teams (in terms of ability, personality and gender)
performed better found no clear advantage of either type of team composition over another;
however, there was evidence that homogeneous teams may perform better at low-difficulty
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tasks and worse on high-difficulty tasks (Bowers et al., 2000). In another meta-analysis,
Webber and Donahue (2001) examined whether job-related diversity, the extent to which a
diversity variable directly shapes perspectives and skills related to cognitive task (Pelled,
1996), had an impact on work group cohesion and performance. Surprisingly, the authors
found no relationship between job-related diversity and performance. Yet Horwitz and
Horwitz’s (2007) meta-analysis revealed that task-related diversity was positively related to
team performance, while bio-demographic diversity (e.g. age, gender, race and ethnicity) had
no relationship with team performance. Finally, Bell et al. (2011) built on previous metaanalytic reviews and outlined why and how diversity on certain demographic variables should
be related to team performance. For example, the authors found that diversity in the
specialization of different work functions had a small positive relationship with team
performance, and reasoned this is because teams with diverse specialization can draw on a
wider range of perspective and knowledge and so can outperform teams with homogeneous
backgrounds. These mixed results caution against the simple notion that increasing diversity
in teams can lead to better team outcomes. Instead, we need to look deeper to understand
more about the psychological processes that underlie the team processes.
Optimal Distinctiveness Theory
A core theory which helps to explain these processes is Optimal Distinctiveness
Theory (ODT) (Brewer, 1991). Prior to the development of ODT, scholars of social identity
(i.e., Tajfel & Turner, 1986) and self-categorization (i.e., Turner et al., 1987) focused on
tensions between in-groups and out-groups, as well as the cognitive process of individuating
oneself, known as self-anchoring (Cadinu & Rothbart, 1996), which entails building a
personal identity by projecting characteristics unique to that individual onto the in-group. The
assumption was that the need for being similar or different from others are opposing
processes. Hence, at either extreme end of the spectrum, where an individual is highly similar
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or highly different, a person is likely to feel low on self-worth and vulnerable in terms of
isolation. In contrast, in developing Optimal Distinctiveness Theory, Brewer (1991)
acknowledged that individuals have an innate desire to attain both a sense of belonging and a
sense of individuality within and between social groups. For example, when associating with
groups that are large and inclusive, an individual is likely to have a motivation to individuate,
in order to have uniqueness within the large group. Yet, the individual may also try to balance
the amount of uniqueness exhibited to retain characteristics that promote belongingness to the
group.
The Theory of Optimal Distinctiveness emphasizes that individuals seek this balance
between similarity and individuation. This theme is central to this thesis and is at the heart of
relationships among diversity beliefs, inclusive leadership, engagement-focused diversity
climates, and the team processes and outcomes which are proposed. By focusing on
underlying attributes such as social and personal identities, the formation of diversity beliefs,
and how inclusive leadership can facilitate the balance between belongingness and
uniqueness, this research adds precision and depth to diversity research.
For example, scholars have warned against simple demographic explanations that
may lack valid support when evaluated against more complex theories (Jackson & Joshi,
2011; Lawrence, 1997; van Knippenberg & Schippers, 2007; Webber & Donahue, 2001).
Inclusion of mediators in process models can uncover the mechanisms underlying the
influence of work group diversity, and moderators can explain the degree of influence a
diversity-related concept may have on team outcomes. Another suggestion for progressing
diversity research is to incorporate explorations at different levels of analysis, which reflect
the hierarchical layers and structure of many organizations (Chen et al., 2012; Kozlowski, &
Klein, 2000). Using a more complex research design can reveal findings that can be more
representative of the realities of the workplace. In adopting a combination of these
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approaches, this thesis contributes to diversity research by revealing intricacies of the
relationship between several important diversity-related phenomena.
In the past 40 years, diversity research has mainly been driven by anti-discrimination
and fairness perspectives (Shore et al., 2009). I acknowledge the important contributions
from these approaches as they addressed historical issues steeped in prejudiced and
discriminatory practices in the workplace. But by and large, such a focus has not produced
positive outcomes for organizations, because such work paints a lens where diversity is
perceived as a problematic topic that needs to be managed or dealt with. One of the key
purposes of diversity and inclusion research is to create an equitable workplace for all
stakeholders. Whilst retaining a non-discriminatory perspective, I aim to expand this focus
and lead the conversation using a positive lens. Thus, my thesis answers the call for adopting
a more positive approach to diversity, using concepts such as diversity climates, diversity
beliefs (Hajro et al., 2017; McKay et al., 2007; van Knippenberg et al., 2013) and
inclusiveness (Roberson, 2006; Shore et al., 2011).
Diversity Beliefs
A key starting point for diversity initiatives is the fundamental beliefs that people hold
about diversity. Diversity beliefs are individual beliefs regarding how differences can affect
one’s work and work group in a positive or negative way (Van Dick et al., 2008). Research
has shown that positive perceptions of the value of diversity in the workplace reduced
employee turnover and resulted in higher levels of commitment to the organization (McKay
et al., 2007). In another study by Cho, Morris, Slepian, and Tadmor (2017), researchers found
that preference for culturally mixed experiences is dependent on the individual’s perception
about cultural differences. Individuals with less favorable diversity beliefs do not actively
seek out unfamiliar experiences. In a teaching environment, Hachfeld, Hahn, Schroeder,
Anders, and Kunter (2015) found that teachers who held multicultural beliefs (i.e. have a high
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appreciation of diversity), were more likely to adapt teaching to a culturally diverse student
body. In support of this, Visintin, Birtel and Crisp (2017) demonstrated that simply imagining
a positive interaction (i.e. valuing diversity) with an outgroup member reduces prejudice,
especially if the outgroup member is typical of the whole outgroup. Possessing positive
diversity beliefs is a good starting point, but it is not enough.
Diversity Beliefs and Leadership
With the multitude of diversity research, it is surprising to note that research
examining the impact of leadership on managing diversity is scarce (Chin, 2010; ChrobotMason et al., 2014; Jackson & Joshi, 2011). A recent review found that research on
leadership has rarely involved the topic of workplace diversity and research on diversity
neglects in-depth discussion on the direction and potential contribution that leaders can bring
to dynamic contemporary workplaces (Chrobot-Mason et al., 2014). There is one study
demonstrating that when team leaders possess strong diversity beliefs, there are fewer
negative effects of socio-demographic faultlines on team functioning (Scholmerich et al.,
2016). However, the authors were focused only on the leaders’ diversity beliefs and
leadership behaviors were not measured.
What little research has been conducted has examined the interaction of
transformational leadership (defined as leaders who act as inspirational role models who
provide motivation and intellectual workplace challenge) with demographic diversity (age,
education level, nationality, work functions), suggesting that this results in increased team
performance, including team creativity, innovation, efficiency, and productivity (Kearney &
Gerbert, 2009; Shin & Zhou, 2007; Somech, 2006). Yet these results are inconclusive as
Guillaume and colleagues (2017) found that transformational leadership behaviors can lead to
a range of outcomes in diverse teams, for example, positive outcomes such as an increase in
team performance (Kearney & Gebert, 2009), as well as undesirable outcomes such as a
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negative effect of gender diversity on team commitment (Seong & Hong, 2013). The
principle philosophy behind transformational leadership is centered on inspiring and
nurturing followers to transcend self-interest and focus on the needs of the organization
(Bass, 1998). While a transformational leader may value individual team members, leaders
inspire their followers by sharing visions based on their own achievements and influence,
which likely involves a process of assimilation rather than inclusion (Randel et al., 2018). In
addition, when transformational leaders communicate their shared visions for the future, they
do not usually acknowledge the uniqueness of individual team members, rather
transformational leaders achieve success by integrating needs of individuals and the
collective (Avolio & Bass, 2004; Randel et al., 2018). Therefore, although transformational
leadership may result in individual performance improvement, this may be at the expense of
building upon uniqueness that can be beneficial to the innovativeness of work outcomes.
Indeed, Huttermann and Boerner (2011) found that the effects of transformational
leadership on the level of innovation in functionally diverse teams is ambiguous. Typically,
relational conflicts can stifle and prevent innovation from taking place and transformational
leadership behaviors can reduce such relational conflicts in cross functional teams by
bringing the team together and getting everyone on the same page (Huttermann & Boerner,
2011). But on the other hand, a transformational leader can create dependency between
themselves and the followers, which can lead to reduced task conflicts – conflicts that help
spur the synergy of ideas leading to innovation typically found in cross functional teams
(Huttermann & Boerner, 2011).
Recently, a particular set of leadership behaviors have come into focus, referred to as
inclusive leadership. Such leader behaviors facilitate team members’ perceptions of their
similarities, but also uniqueness, to ensure that they are valued (Randel et al., 2016). A
specific feature of inclusive leadership is the initiative to canvass contributions from all team
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members and this act of welcoming all forms of inputs acknowledges the desire for team
members to both belong and be recognized for their unique contributions (Nembhard &
Edmondson, 2006). Relating back to Brewer’s (1991) Optimal Distinctiveness Theory, it has
been argued that inclusive leaders recognize the need for both belongingness and uniqueness,
to ensure that everyone on the team is valued.
The small amount of empirical work on inclusive leadership has found that inclusive
leadership was positively related to employee work engagement, team performance (Choi et
al., 2015; Mitchell et al., 2015), reduced turnover in diverse groups (Nishii & Mayer, 2009),
and increased helping behaviors within teams (Randel et al., 2016). Clearly, the concept
shows great promise. Yet to date, most of the work on inclusive leadership has focused on
demographic diversity and leader member exchange (Nishii & Mayer, 2009; Stewart &
Johnson, 2009), psychological safety and psychological empowerment (Khan et al., 2020).
Further, measures of inclusive leadership have typically focused on the leader’s level of
openness, availability, and accessibility to team members (Carmeli et al., 2009; 2010), which
are very similar to transformational leadership. By including diversity on underlying
attributes such as social and personal identities, and how inclusive leadership can facilitate
the balance between belongingness and uniqueness in teams diverse on these features, this
thesis extends the literature on inclusive leadership, adding to the depth of diversity research.
Another way in which the current project extends the literature is by examining how inclusive
leadership may influence diversity climate in an organization, an outcome not yet
investigated in the leadership literature, but with the potential to transform organizations and
teams.
Diversity Climate
Organizational climate is the shared perceptions and experiences of organizational
events and characteristics (Schneider et al., 2013; 2017). Accordingly, organizational
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diversity climate is the shared perception of an organization’s policies, procedures, and all
formal and informal practices that promote and encourage diversity in their workplace (Chen
et al., 2012; Gonzalez & DiNisi, 2009). Organizational diversity climate has been
demonstrated to be an important context that can bring out the beneficial effects of diversity
(e.g., McKay et al., 2008; 2011; Brimhall et al., 2014; Madera et al., 2013; Sliter et al., 2014).
For example, Hajro et al. (2017) found that a specific type of diversity climate –
which they referred to as an engagement-focused diversity climate -- led to open and positive
behaviors from team members that facilitated a flexible communication style which allows
for teams to alternate between assertive and cooperative knowledge exchanges. Others have
found that diversity climates can result in positive organizational outcomes such as high sales
figures (McKay et al., 2008), great customer satisfaction (McKay et al., 2011), job
satisfaction for employees (Brimhall et al., 2014; Madera et al., 2013), and lower
interpersonal conflict and an increased level of workplace engagement (Sliter et al., 2014).
Here, I extend this work and apply the concept of diversity climate to the team level.
Individually, employees in the workplace hold their own beliefs on whether diversity can
positively, negatively (Van Knippenberg & Haslam, 2003) or perceive it to have no impact
on their work. When employees are grouped together in a team, individuals still hold on to
their individual diversity beliefs and at the same time, individuals identify with other team
members, and this identification with a team is known as an emergent state (Kearney et al.,
2009). Diversity climate at the team level is formed when team members assign shared
meaning to occurrences that relate to diversity within the team, creating a shared
representation of the team’s diversity beliefs (Dwertmann et al., 2016; Parker et al., 2003).
Organizational theory states that climate explains the relationship between the workplace and
the attitudes and behaviors associated with work (Campbell et al., 1970), this illustrates the
potential impact that diversity climates have on work outcomes for diverse teams.
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Mindfulness and Mutual Perspective-Taking
It is likely that particular team processes – mindfulness and mutual perspective taking
– are important for understanding the link between diversity beliefs, inclusive leadership and
engagement-focused diversity climate, thus serving as points of leverage for managers and
organizations. Pinpointing this point of leverage is beneficial for intercultural training, in
order to progress diversity efforts in multicultural organizations. I focus on two key
processes: mindfulness and mutual perspective taking. Individual mindfulness is defined as a
state of consciousness where an individual pays attention to the present moment in a nonjudgmental manner (Sutcliffe et al., 2016). It results in improved psychological and physical
well-being (Brown et al., 2007). This awareness encourages employees to be engaged with
the processes that are taking place and discourages employees to function like mechanical
drones (Sutcliffe et al., 2016). It is envisioned that mindfulness helps to bring awareness of
diversity and its benefits to team members’ attention.
Mutual perspective taking is a cognitive process whereby individuals adopt another
person’s point of view for the purpose of understanding that person’s preferences, values and
needs (Parker & Axtell, 2001). In a study investigating antecedents and outcomes of
employee mutual perspective taking, Parker and Axtell (2001) found that mutual perspective
taking can promote performance and increase helping and cooperative behaviors. Having the
ability to empathize with one another is crucial to team work. Grant and Berry (2011) also
found that promotion of mutual perspective taking can enhance employees’ motivation to be
more creative at work, which could help the team reap the benefits of diverse views. But
differences in ideas and viewpoints can cause conflict amongst team members (Hoever et al.,
2012). Therefore it is important that mutual perspective taking be considered as a means to
enable healthy debates over differences in ideas and viewpoints.
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Anticipated Contributions
Empirical contributions
This thesis contributes to diversity research by exploring the intricacies of several
important diversity-related phenomena using a mixed methodology approach. The qualitative
study shows how mindfulness can help to alleviate the tension arising from a mismatch of
leader’s positive diversity beliefs and their well-intent actions. In the subsequent study, a
team-level analysis shows how mutual perspective-taking amongst team members can is
beneficial to the team. In combination, the mixed-methodology approach aims to uncover
how an individual’s diversity belief can influence behaviors in the workplace.
Theoretical contributions
Although diversity climates they are potentially powerful features of organizations
that determine the extent which diversity is utilized in a productive and satisfying way, we do
not yet understand how diversity climates form and operate. This research helps to extend
research by investigating a potential intervening variable, mutual perspective-taking, to
explain how a team diversity climate is formed
A focus on diversity beliefs on top of other diversity practices can help create a better
workplace for both employees and organizations. This current project also aims to extend
research by examining how inclusive leadership may influence team-level diversity climate
in an organization.
Practical contributions
Findings from this study also aims to inform current managerial practices in diversity
management to help organizations improve on diversity-related matters. A key contribution
from this research is the identification of how inclusive leadership behaviors can be
beneficial to organizations, this is followed by a discussion on how firms can organize
training and build up this capability in the workplace. Another practical takeaway is a
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potential of how mindfulness can be integrated into the workplace to help workers build
resilience in the face of negative workplace encounters.
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Chapter 3: Diversity Belief Origins, Manifestations and Contradictions in the
Workplace: A Qualitative Exploration

Introduction
Diversity has gained considerable attention in recent years. Media reports have
focused on the reactions of diversity campaigns such as Black Lives Matter and #MeToo,
coupled with attention on multinational conglomerates such as Google, Facebook, LinkedIn,
and Yahoo, who began publicizing their annual diversity reports since 2014 (Google, 2017).
On the surface, this creates an impression that workplaces are increasingly sensitive to
diversity. But studies on the benefits of diversity from demographic-focused research are
inconsistent (Guillaume et al., 2017).
Historically, before the 1960s, many workplaces were dominated by the white male
majority, there was minimal integration, and very few women and minorities held
management positions. In years since that time, organizations have become progressively
more diverse around the world due to both globalization and changing economic conditions
which necessitate dual career families. For example, by the year 1990 in the U.S., 85 percent
of the new entrants into the workforce were women and non-white males, predominantly
Black, Asian, and Hispanic Americans (Cox et al., 1991). Currently in the U.S.
approximately 48% of the U.S. workforce are women; the minority workforce in the U.S. is
projected to increase from 16.5 percent to an estimated 25 percent by 2050 (Simons &
Rowland, 2011).
Increasingly, it is recognized that this diversity in the workplace can either enhance or
disrupt work; if not managed well, dysfunctional conflict and turnover can ensue (Ely &
Thomas, 2001; Meyer et al., 2015; Pelled, 1996; Williams & O’Reilly, 1998). Indeed,
empirical research has documented both positive and negative effects of these differences in
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the workplace (Bowers et al., 2000; Horwitz & Horwitz, 2007; Jackson et al., 2003; Joshi &
Ron, 2009; Linnehan & Konrad, 1999; Van Knippenberg & Schippers, 2007; Williams &
O’Reilly 1998; Zoogah et al., 2011). A key challenge to be resolved then, is how to
maximize experiences with diversity, such that the benefits can be harnessed both for the
employees themselves, but also for the effectiveness of the organization.
Interestingly, very little research has been conducted regarding the underlying
processes that enable some workers to use diversity as an advantage, while others experience
it as a disruption to their performance, despite the case that this knowledge is critical if
managers and organizations are to create inclusive workplaces that embrace diversity, and
use it for a competitive advantage (Mayo et al., 2017; Van Knippenberg et al., 2013). Over
time, research and focus on bio-demographic diversity (e.g., race and gender) has helped
establish legal protection for minority social groups to protect them against discrimination
and this has led to the erosion of some of the organizational barriers that prohibit the
promotion of equality in the workplace (Gaisch et al., 2019).
For example, American coffee chain, Starbucks, found itself to be in the center of a
race-related controversy when a store manager from a Philadelphia outlet made the decision
to call the police for the wrongful arrest of two black men on April 12, 2018. The men were
acquitted from the charge of trespassing after it was revealed that they were in the café
waiting for a friend. As a result of this incident, Starbucks engaged in an action plan that
closed more than 8000 shops to educate employees in unconscious bias in the following
month. Although such reactive approaches help address historical prejudiced and
discriminatory practices in organizations, by and large, they do not provide managers much
guidance in how to proactively engage effectively on a daily basis to improve underlying
behaviors and processes related to diversity (Hajro et al., 2017; McKay et al., 2007;
Roberson, 2006; Shore et al., 2011; Van Knippenberg et al., 2013).
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A concept which holds promise for a more proactive approach is diversity beliefs,
formally defined as beliefs that an individual holds about how diversity can positively or
negatively impact their workplace goals (Van Dick et al., 2008; Van Knippenberg & Haslam,
2003). In contrast to such contents communicated in popular media, the focus on diversity
beliefs can be a viable alternative for organization, and recent findings indicate how
influential such beliefs can be. Diversity beliefs affect the extent to which team members
identify with their group and intend to stay with it (Van Dick et al., 2008). The effectiveness
of diversity training has also been shown to affect diversity beliefs, with training having a
more positive impact on those who have beliefs that diversity is unfavorable than on those
who already believe that diversity is favorable (Homan et al., 2015). Given they represent a
foundation from which individuals operate at work, diversity beliefs may be fundamental to
the development of other features of the workplace.
For example, such beliefs may be the critical foundation for the tendency to exhibit
certain leadership behaviors. In prior research, interviews with eleven expatriate middle and
upper level organizational managers revealed that leaders who held positive diversity beliefs
were culturally self-aware and displayed leadership behaviors such as creating a safe and
trusting environment to enable others to share their talents (Cassiday, 2005). Such leaders
were able to hold creative tension between two or more perspectives that enhanced their
ability to work across cultures, and this allowed for best practices from diverse points of
views to be strung together, which helped to raise the competitive edge of the organization
(Cassiday, 2005). Conversely, a controlled quasi-experiment study by Desai, Chugh, and
Brief (2014) found that heterosexual male managers who were married to women that were
unemployed held unfavorable beliefs about women in the workplace, and were more likely to
make decisions that prevented advancement of qualified women, when compared to the
average tendency exhibited by married men. Hence, these negative diversity beliefs shaped
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views towards women in the workplace, and resulted in leadership behaviors that were not
inclusive. In contrast, inclusive leaders facilitate team members’ perceptions of their
similarities, but also uniqueness, to ensure that they are valued (Randel et al., 2018).
Building on this prior work, we address the research question, how do diversity beliefs
form and operate? This necessitated understanding workers’ often very private and
potentially contentious intrapersonal and interpersonal experiences of diversity, their
interactions with leaders, and their organizational context. Hence, we drew upon an in-depth
qualitative analysis of interviews with 40 diverse participants to explore individuals’ inner
experiences and reflections about diversity.
In doing so, this study aims to make several contributions to research on workplace
diversity. First, there is a paucity of research exploring how diversity beliefs form and
whether such beliefs are stable or malleable (Van Dick et al., 2008; Van Knippenberg &
Haslam, 2003). Our research addresses how such beliefs emerged, surfaced and changed
over time during the course of individuals’ careers. Second, if we are to develop the
capability to manage diversity, we need to understand the plethora of potential ways diversity
beliefs might manifest in workplace behavior. Hence we extend prior research which has
primarily examined outcomes of the diversity beliefs in teams, rather than more broadly in a
variety of workplace phenomenon. Finally, because we make no assumptions about the
implications of diversity beliefs, we remain open to possible counter-intuitive and somewhat
hidden consequences of diversity beliefs, which have yet to be revealed in prior research
(Gioia et al., 2013).
Our article is structured as follows. First, we appraise the literature on diversity
beliefs. Next, we describe our sample, interview protocol, analysis techniques, and findings.
Lastly, we discuss the theoretical contributions, practical implications and future research
directions implied by our findings.
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Theoretical Foundations
Workplace diversity refers to the distribution of personal attributes in the workforce.
(Hajro et al., 2017; Jackson & Joshi, 2011; Shore et al., 2011; West et al., 2003). Here we
focused on diversity in gender and ethnicity, because these are most affected by the
aforementioned demographic trends which challenge the homogeneity of the workforce; as
we explain below in our methods section, these differences were also the most salient in our
particular sample. Each of these attributes may represent an identity group, in which
members have participated in equivalent historical experiences, currently are subjected to
similar social forces, and as a result have similar world views. Scholars have distinguished
between diversity on readily observable demographic (objective) attributes (e.g. gender) and
diversity on underlying (subjective) attributes (e.g. ethnicity) (West et al., 2003). Much of the
empirical diversity research has examined readily observable demographic attributes and
their relationship to performance (Jackson & Joshi, 2011). Lesser attention has been allocated
to diversity on underlying attributes and how they impact performance. Yet, it is diversity on
underlying attributes that is increasing as a result of immigration and globalization trends
(Buyl et al., 2011; Jackson & Joshi, 2011; Mathieu et al., 2014), hence we include both
gender and ethnicity.
Mechanisms for the Effects of Diversity
Among the most commonly invoked explanations for the effects of diversity are selfcategorization theory and information processing theory (see Mayo et al., 2017 for a review).
Self-categorization theory (Turner et al., 1987) focuses on the similarities and differences
between team members, which often results in in-group (a social group to which an
individual identifies as being a member of due to similarities) and out-group distinctions
(social groups to which an individual does not identify with because of differences). Diversity
research in this domain has concentrated on gender, race and other key demographic
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variables as sources of conflict between and within groups (Reynolds et al., 2003; Tsui &
Gutek, 1999; Tsui & O’Reilly III, 1989; Tsui et al., 1992), often invoking the similarityattraction paradigm (Byrne, 1971). This explanation suggests that a diverse workforce might
perform less effectively when compared to a homogenous workforce because diversity might
create conflict, whereby workers might choose to cooperate only with others who share
similar demographic attributes (their in-group), resulting in conflict with members of the outgroup who do not share their demography, and hence result in a reduction in performance.
According to this approach, a homogeneous workforce should be more effective than a
diverse workforce because within the homogeneous workforce, workers share similar
attributes, such as communication preferences and views, which may result in less team
conflict and more efficient work processes (Wiersema & Bantel, 1992).
In contrast, the information processing perspective (Williams & O’Reilly, 1998),
otherwise referred to as the cognitive diversity hypothesis (Miller et al., 1998), focuses on the
positive effects derived from different views or knowledge bases that coincide with the
sources of diversity represented within the workforce. Ethnicity may be a source of these
different views and knowledge bases. Studies adopting this perspective have suggested that
such differences can be a potential source of conflict, but that if addressed wisely, they can
also represent an advantage (Gabaldon et al., 2018; Richard, 2000). This perspective supports
the idea that a diverse workforce is more likely to have access to a broader range of
knowledge, skills and abilities, which coincide with the social categories that differ amongst
members, and that this breadth can be applied to develop more creative and innovative
solutions to problems, products or services (Bell et al., 2011; Harrison & Klein, 2007; Simons
et al., 1999). However, much of the research has shown mixed effects. For example, both
Horwitz and Horwitz’s (2007) and Bell et al.’s (2011) meta-analyses revealed that diversity
in perspectives and skills was positively related to team performance, while bio-demographic
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diversity (e.g. age, gender, race and ethnicity) in and of itself, had no relationship with team
performance.
To integrate across these approaches, Van Knippenberg, De Dreu, and Homan (2001)
proposed the Categorization-Elaboration Model (CEM). According to CEM, to maximize the
positive effects of diversity and minimize its negative impact, diverse workforces need to
focus on interventions that enhance shared superordinate categories among workers and
avoid subgroup biases and conflict. However, the spotlight on sameness at the superordinate
level can reduce the display and acknowledgement of uniqueness, and discourage
contributions that are novel and innovative (Van Knippenberg & Haslam, 2003).
These mixed results caution against the simple notion that increasing diversity can
lead to better work outcomes, or that a superordinate identity holds the key. Instead, we need
to look deeper to understand more about both the psychological processes and the context,
given each can dramatically change interpersonal processes and the capability for
information- processing in a diverse workforce (Mayo et al., 2016; 2017). Therefore, the
development of diversity beliefs becomes critical and this will be discussed in detail in the
next section.
Diversity Beliefs
Beliefs are an individual’s unquestionable and conscious assumptions about the world
that hold true for that person (Hahn, 1973). Organizational behavior researchers have long
been interested in the role of beliefs at work, given they influence how employees structure
the environment in a way that is considered effective and how they operate and function in
the workplace (Buchholz, 1978). A variety of different types of beliefs have been examined
and found to be strong predictors of workplace outcomes, including beliefs about one’s
capability to perform a task (i.e., self-efficacy beliefs, see Gist (1992) for a review), beliefs
about ethical behaviors, (i.e., see O’Fallon & Butterfield, 2005), and beliefs about work-life
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balance (i.e., see Leslie et al., 2019). For example, the belief about one’s ability to perform
(i.e., self-efficacy) is a strong predictor of goal setting and actual performance on a wide
range of tasks, from athletic endeavors to fine-motor tasks to cognitive processing (Choi et
al., 2003).
Diversity beliefs are deeply held assumptions about diversity (Van Knippenberg &
Haslam, 2003), and have only begun to attract the interest of organizational scholars in the
last decade. Prior research has emphasized that these are not generic beliefs; rather they
pertain to whether an individual believes diversity is advantageous (positive) or
disadvantageous (negative) for work performance (Van Dick et al., 2008; Van Knippenberg
& Haslam, 2003; Van Knippenberg & Schippers, 2007). Research has shown that negative
diversity beliefs are more likely to result in subgroup categorization (Homan et al., 2010) and
lower performance than positive diversity beliefs (Homan et al., 2007; 2008). Research has
also shown that diversity beliefs change the nature of diversity effects on important outcomes
in the work place. For example, whether a high degree of subjective diversity (i.e., how
much diversity is perceived in the current context, Harrison & Klein, 2007) has a negative or
positive influence, depends on the individuals’ diversity beliefs. Specifically, Van Dick et al.
(2008) found that when team members held beliefs that diversity is beneficial for work, it
reduced the negative effects of subjective diversity, which in turn, was positively related to
intent to stay in the work group. This moderating effect of diversity beliefs might, at least in
part, explain mixed evidence from previous studies on the effect of diversity (Van
Knippenberg & Schippers, 2007). The authors argued that this is likely because diversity
beliefs influence the social- and self-categorizing processes within a workgroup, that in turn
affect information sharing.
Other research has shown that diversity beliefs influence diversity training effects
(Homan et al. 2015). Specifically, this research suggested that training can increase team
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creativity, but only for teams that have negative beliefs about diversity pre-training. Indeed,
diversity training had less impact on teams with more positive diversity beliefs. Interestingly,
the training effects did not depend on the actual level of diversity in these teams.
Hence diversity beliefs have great potential explanatory power, and yet have only
been investigated to date in a handful of studies. And while we know a little about the effect
such beliefs might have, we know very little about their antecedents, and so scholars have
therefore called for research identifying how diversity beliefs are formed and how they can be
influenced (Hentschel et al., 2013). Such insights could help organizations minimize the
negative effects of diversity, especially when factors affecting the formation of such beliefs
fall within the remit of the management team (Van Dick et al., 2008).
Given this literature as a foundation, we sought to better understand how diversity
beliefs form and operate. Little is known about these formation processes and the inner
experience of workers, thus our study extends the current literature in novel and important
ways, to address the inconsistent findings regarding diversity highlighted in recent metaanalyses.
Methods
To add to the knowledge and understanding regarding formation and implications of
diversity beliefs, a qualitative approach was utilized in order to build rapport with the
interviewees and explore the complexities surrounding the often sensitive topic of diversity.
A qualitative approach is also useful when the research area is in the nascent stages, as such
research can add depth to the subject area. Hence, using an inductive approach (Glaser &
Strauss, 1967; Strauss & Corbin, 1998), we cast a broad exploration pertaining to diversity
beliefs. Interview questions were intentionally broad and captured all aspects of the
interviewees’ experiences with diversity inside and outside the workplace. The questions
focused on the respondent’s own experiences, beliefs and behavior, but they sometimes also
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discussed the beliefs and behavior of their leader or co-workers. This allowed for novel and
unanticipated findings to emerge. For example, although we did not set out to examine
leadership or mindfulness per say, our journey revealed these phenomenon as important after
several rounds of data analyses. The emergence of these themes led us back to further
exploration in the literature and this iterative process between content analysis and literature
review helped shape our theoretical development (Edmondson & McManus, 2007).
Sample
Individual face-to-face interviews were conducted using a stratified sampling
technique (Trost, 1986). Enlisting this sampling plan enabled us to maintain variation in the
selection of participants for our qualitative research endeavor. Specifically, when recruiting
for participants, we screened for gender and ethnicity to ensure a diverse a sample that
included relatively equal numbers of males/females across ethnic groups.
A total of 40 participants agreed to participate, including 24 females and 16 males,
with an average age of 40.65 years old. The participants had an average of 21 years of
working experience and 10.3 years of managerial experience. More than half of the
participants worked in the private commercial sector (e.g. banking and finance, consulting)
while the remaining 19 participants work in either the not-for-profit sector (e.g. charity
organizations) or in the public sector (e.g. government, education). A total of 13 countries
were represented, and this increased the ethnic diversity of the sample, which included 57.5%
White, 17.5% Asian, 10% Black, and 15% other (e.g., mixed ethnicity/islander). It should be
noted that this sample size is generous when compared with many grounded theory studies
(that tend to include 20-30 participants, Creswell & Creswell, 2018). Further, we sampled
until we reached theoretical saturation that is when gathering fresh data no longer sparked
new insights or revealed new properties (Charmaz, 2006). Specifically, after having
interviewed 38 participants, we realized that we had begun to hear repetition in the narratives
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and that no new theoretical insights seemed to be emerging. At this point, we conducted
another two interviews to ensure the stratified sampling plan was complete, but then ceased
data collection.
Data Collection and Interview Protocol
To maintain consistency, the lead author conducted all interviews, using a semistructured interview protocol (see Appendix) which included questions intended to solicit
stories and examples of how diversity was experienced and approached by participants, for
example: “What has been your experience with diversity at work? Can you provide an
example of an experience you have had with diversity at work?” Interview sessions lasted
between 45–90 minutes, with an average interview session lasting 54 minutes. All interviews
were conducted in English, audio recorded and then transcribed verbatim resulting in an
approximate 1586 pages of double-spaced transcription.
Coding and Analysis
After all interviews were completed and transcribed, we used QSR International’s
Nvivo 11 Software to assist with the coding. As a first step, coding was conducted in a
detailed line-by-line manner and coded segments of text were analyzed to generate initial
first-order codes. This process is referred to as open coding by Strauss and Corbin (1998). In
this first-order analysis, we captured original phrases as presented by participants and used
these as codes. Each of these codes were categorized into nodes and sub-nodes, a
categorizing feature from the Nvivo software, where a node functions as a virtual container
for a collection of references about a specific theme or phenomenon.
Initially the lead author developed a preliminary coding system on the basis of 10
interviews. Then the authors independently reviewed the nodes with the intent of grouping or
further distinguishing the different codes. Following the independent reviews, the authors
discussed the discrepancies from their coding. During this development, the researchers held
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meetings weekly over five months of data analysis. In these meetings, the researchers
discussed the emerging codes extensively, which included referring back to the original
transcripts to ensure that content was not left out and to check for consistency. Next, the
remaining 30 interviews were coded with an updated coding system.
After the first-order codes were finalized, they were merged into second-order codes,
a process similar to axial coding as described by Strauss and Corbin (1998). These secondorder codes described the relationship between the first-order codes. Subsequently, the
second-order codes were merged into higher-order themes (Lee, 1999). In addition, we also
engaged another researcher who was not involved with this study to review and discuss
patterns that emerged from the analysis, in order to ensure that our analysis was trustworthy
and replicable, establishing a form of reliability common for qualitative analysis (Lincoln &
Guba, 1985; Shah & Corley, 2006). Table 1 depicts the overarching data structure. Text
excerpts illustrating the second-order codes appear in Table 2.
--------------------------------------------------------INSERT TABLE 2 AND 3 ABOUT HERE
--------------------------------------------------------First-order Codes
A total of 28 first-order codes emerged during the analysis. An example of a firstorder code is “Enjoy learning and experiencing different cultures.” This code is a result of
many interviewees mentioning the positivity they felt while being exposed to a culture that
was different to their own. Another example of a first-order code is “Leader allows for
differences to be considered.” This code is a collection of participants’ reflections describing
positive leadership behaviors they had experienced, specifically when leaders encouraged
unique ideas to be discussed within the team, such that the team felt safe. A third example of
a first-order code focuses on individuals themselves instead of the leader, which we labelled
“Being aware of differences between self and others.” This code captured instances in which
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individuals acknowledged that differences (such as opinions, ideas, or communication styles)
exist between individuals.
Second-order Codes
The 28 first-order codes were aggregated into eight second-order codes, using a
process of axial coding (Gioia et al., 2013). In this section, these second order codes are
briefly described, and a sample quote is provided for each, and Table 2 provides additional
examples for each second-order code. The implications of the codes for our theory building
are presented in the findings section.
To begin, the second-order code diversity beliefs captured both positive and negative
mental representations of diversity, as expressed by employees’ view of diversity and
whether it benefits, impedes, or has no impact on work outcomes. An example diversity
beliefs quote is:
I wouldn't say it's a good or bad thing, because most of the time I don't, I don't even
consider it. But, I say it's a neutral thing because, it, it depends on the people
interacting. I don't think about diversity because there is no opportunity to think about
it with my work as an Accountant.
(Female, 25-30 years old, Private Sector, Accountant)
The next second-order code, personal experiences with diversity, contained excerpts
from participants who discussed instances when they had encountered people who are
different from themselves in their personal lives. A quote from this second-order code is:
Having a parent who worked in the theatre, there’s obviously exposure to the LGBTI
community through that as well. So, I've probably been fortunate that I've always not
knowingly had diversity in my life so I just accept it as a part of life.
(Female, 45-50 years old, Tertiary Education, Project Officer)
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The second order code prior work-related experiences with diversity captured an
individual’s experiences with diversity in the workplace. Here is an example:
As a Chinese person, all three companies I worked for in Australia were
organizations where the management are from a Chinese background. With the
management being Chinese and the rest of the staff being local Anglo Saxon
Australian, my work experience is actually quite negative. Because people tend to
group themselves into their comfort zone and they work in silos. And they actually see
each other as enemies, rather than team members. The ironic thing was that we
always try to build one team. We always use that slogan but it never actually worked
out.
(Female, 40-45 years old, Private Sector, Manager)
While the previous two codes seem to exist in their respective domains, we
discovered excerpts that indicated integration across domains. Integration of personal and
work-related experiences captured these instances and an example quote is:
In my personal life, I always noted differences in different ethnic groups, and the way
they behave and what’s normal. Such as, finding that in Aboriginal cultures, they
don’t look people in the eye, because it’s a sign of respect. Yet, when you go into an
Australian culture, we think of that as a little bit rude. And we actually had to put
together an Aboriginal assessment center for a Aboriginal graduate program, where
we had to make sure what we were doing was giving everyone the advantages they
needed. So, do we do a group activity where it’s a little bit different for Aboriginal
cultures? Many cultures are different from each other so it’s always being mindful of
what differences there are.
(Female, 35-40 years old, Private Sector, Manager)
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A fifth second-order code was mindfulness, which captured reflection and focus on
the present moment when interacting with a co-worker.
During team meetings, many cultures are different from each other so it’s always
being mindful of what differences there are.
(Female, 35-40 years old, Private Sector, Manager)
The second order codes inclusive leadership represented instances when leaders
helped members to feel included and valued in the group, and thus felt safe to contribute
unique ideas towards the group, enjoy the working process within the team, and feel part of
the group. An example of a second-order quote to demonstrate inclusive leadership is:
The person who stood out the most is an Aboriginal woman, who is extraordinarily
shy but her colleagues would include her in the conversation and make sure her
opinion was heard during team meetings. They were very supportive of people and
made sure that actually no one got left out. The leader put quite a lot of effort in
making the Aboriginal woman feel included by speaking to team members
individually, letting the team know that they needed to make the new hire feel
included such as including her in your lunches. Because she was vulnerable in the
sense of, there was an actual worry that she would feel really uncomfortable and
would leave, and she was actually hired under a diversity program and she was very
different from other people in the team. So, I think it was a very deliberate choice of
the team leader to include her and make sure that she was looked after.
(Male, 45-50 years old, Tertiary Education, Manager)
A final second order code – non-inclusive leadership – represented those instances when
leaders were not inclusive, such as when managers failed to incorporate difference and
expected employees to behave in a prescribed standardized manner, or when leaders alienated
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certain team members because of their differences. An example of a second-order quote to
demonstrate non-inclusive leadership is:
My manager shuts down ideas, she'll have meetings, hold a discussion with the team,
acknowledge that the ideas generated are interesting but after we all go away, she'll
just take her point of view and does not explain why other ideas were not
accepted. Over time, we just stopped giving suggestions and we just held back
because what's the point?
(Female, 30-35 years old, Private Sector HR Team Leader)
Higher Order Themes
At the final step of the process, potential relationships among the eight second-order
codes were considered, to determine if they could be arrayed into a framework or model.
Five higher order themes emerged. We depict the relationship among these themes in Figure
1, and briefly describe them here and then elaborate upon them in the Findings section below.
--------------------------------------------------------INSERT FIGURE 2 ABOUT HERE
--------------------------------------------------------To begin, the formative diversity experiences for beliefs higher order theme contained
three second-order codes: personal experiences with diversity, prior work-related experiences
with diversity, and integration of personal and work-related experiences. Excerpts in each of
these codes revealed that these experiences helped to shape the individual’s diversity belief.
For example, being positive and open to a diverse environment in one’s personal life was
described as important for understanding the value of diversity; and in several instances, the
participant did not become aware of this value until they had encountered a less diverse
environment. Similarly, prior work-related experiences with diversity were described as
helping to build a positive diversity belief. For example, participants working with colleagues
from a different ethnic background were exposed to a new perspective on a task, which
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contributed to their own development, and this helped them to appreciate diversity in a work
team, and form a positive diversity belief. Likewise, individuals who integrated their
personal and professional approach to diversity were also those that often mentioned valuing
diversity.
Next, the diversity beliefs higher order theme captured both positive and negative
views of diversity and its value in the work place, which participants indicated flowed from
the personal and work experiences related to diversity.
The third theme pertained to mindfulness, and specifically the role that mindfulness
played in navigating diversity. Participants mentioned instances in which parties in a
discussion were contemplative, non-reactive and non-judgmental, and this enabled them to
activate positive diversity beliefs and informed their leadership behavior.
The leadership behavior theme captured instances in which the leader either
demonstrated appreciation of the unique skills and contributions of every team member, and
integrated these contributions to achieve team outcomes or failed to do so, and instead
focused on standardization and alienation of certain members.
The final theme captured contradictions -- scenarios where, although intentions were
clearly to promote inclusion, something went awry, such that diversity was experienced in a
negative way. We elaborate on our findings regarding each of these key themes next.
Findings
As we explored our research questions about the nature of diversity beliefs we found
that personal and prior work experiences with diversity are critical in the development of
diversity beliefs and in turn, these beliefs appeared to be the foundation for leadership
behavior. Contradictions between beliefs and behaviors also surfaced in the analysis. These
findings highlighted that a good intention can sometimes be manifested in an overbearing
action that is experienced as disrespectful. In contrast, it is also possible for individuals to
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maintain a positive diversity belief, despite facing negative workplace situations, and this
tended to occur when individuals practiced mindfulness at work. We discuss the evidence for
our findings next, showcasing the interview excerpts that elaborate the relationships.
Formative Diversity Experiences and Beliefs
Our analysis uncovered that both personal and work experiences with diversity serve
as precursors to an individual’s mental representation of diversity. When participants
reflected about their experiences with diversity either in their personal life or at work, there
was a wide range of responses. Some indicated that diversity played an important role in their
personal life or at work, whereas others were puzzled by the questions and unaware of any
role diversity played in either domain. Where diversity played an important role at work, it
was often described as being useful. Yet many indicated that diversity initiatives in their
workplaces were predominantly associated with demographic diversity. Due to this focus,
some respondents mentioned that such diversity initiatives do not directly impact their work.
When reflecting about the impact of diversity in their personal life, some participants had
difficulty recounting experiences with diversity, others said that they do not give much
thought about it. Some had reasoned that there was no need to think about concepts of
demographic diversity outside of work because people they interact with outside of work are
those that are similar to themselves. It is not surprising that positive experience in one of
these spheres often lead to favorable beliefs about diversity (i.e., that focus on the benefits of
differences in that sphere), while negative experiences resulted in negative representations
and beliefs about diversity for that sphere of one’s life.
However, many individuals who had negative prior diversity-related experiences at
work (e.g. with certain demographic groups) explained that these experiences influenced
beliefs they carried with them into the new workplace situations that they entered. For
example, a young Chinese female participant recalled an incident where she arrived late at a
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meeting and a senior manager assumed that she was the tea lady and placed a drink order
with her. This experience resulted in a negative diversity belief. When she moved to another
job, her line manager had the same demographic background as the senior manager from the
previous job and it reminded her of that awful experience. She reflected that she was guarded
in her first few weeks at work due to her prior job experience, and the beliefs she had formed
as a result of that experience. Only after becoming more deeply acquainted with the new line
manager, did her initial reservations dissipate.
Importantly, our findings also revealed that for some interviewees diversity-related
experiences in one’s personal life and at work are integrated into a diversity belief that
crosses domains of one’s life. For example, an interviewee shared that her approach to
diversity in her personal life is the same approach that she brings with her to the workplace:
I have lived in different countries, I have actually a really great, diverse group of friends,
colleagues, etcetera. And I think that has been very important for me, because it's allowed
me to understand that people have different life experiences, different perspectives. An
example of that is, as a Christian woman, I had never engaged or spoken to people who
were atheist or Muslim for example, on a personal level. But when I started doing the
work that I did, I realized that I didn't have enough information to be able to be effective
in my role. So, I specifically went out to engage with people from those backgrounds, and
that's how that's helped me at a personal level. But the thing with diversity is that I can't
separate personal and professional…. we shouldn't be separating diversity at a personal
and professional level. It should be something that we constantly are aware of. At work,
we are updating our website, so that people who are visually impaired, or people with
disabilities can access it. Now, I wouldn't be thinking about that at home, because I don't
need a law to tell me that. Whereas in work, we rely on the law rather than on just a
personal ability to help others.
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(Female, 40-45 years old, Public Sector, Manager)
This example illustrates a positive spillover between the personal and workplace
contexts. Interestingly, individuals who mentioned a positive belief toward diversity in both
their personal and professional lives often pointed to a role model in their personal life (i.e.
mother) or in the professional domain (i.e. line manager) who demonstrated positive
outcomes when diversity was valued and well managed. Further, those who described an
integration of their personal and work-related diversity experiences also often mentioned
going above and beyond basic workplace requirements to ensure that co-workers of many
different backgrounds are included in team processes and decisions, as shown here:
I had a job working at a call center and I had a colleague who spoke with an accent.
One day, this colleague answered a call and the caller said he did not want to speak
to my colleague because of the accent and wanted to speak to someone else. And
because it had never happened before and my colleague was quite young, she was in
shock. She was devastated and did not know how to react because she was caught off
guard completely. I took over the call. As soon as I completed the call, I checked on
her and made sure she was okay. The next day, I even brought a little gift, to make her
feel that she is supported and feels part of the team.
(Female, 45-50 years old, Private Sector)
This example highlighted the behavior and actions that the interviewee undertook to
ensure that her colleague felt included and supported after the unintended experience from a
caller. The interviewee’s follow up action on the following day went above basic workplace
requirements to ensure that her colleague felt included in the workplace.
In summary, our findings extended prior literature by highlighting the importance of
integrating across personal and work-related experiences with diversity in the formation of
diversity beliefs, and that when this is done, positive relational behaviors are exhibited.
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Diversity Beliefs and Leadership
Interviewees described positive diversity beliefs as linked to important leader
behaviors, specifically behavior that recognizes individual differences in the team, but also
facilitates integration of these contributions and in doing so, develops a sense of
belongingness for these members. Turning back to the literature, we saw these as illustrating
the concept of inclusive leadership. Inclusive leaders facilitate team members’ perceptions of
their similarities, but also uniqueness, to ensure that they are valued (Randel et al., 2018).
Take for example a hypothetical scenario faced by a consulting team. The team has a tight
deadline to complete a complex task such as gathering information and data from external
sources, running data analyses, and conducting a presentation to stakeholders accompanied
by a detailed written report. Minority team members (e.g., women or people of color) might
possess strong relationships with stakeholders in under-represented groups, who can help
facilitate data gathering, some individuals might be stronger with data analysis, and some
individuals might be proficient at persuasive public speaking. By integrating the benefits of
diversity across sources and at different levels within a team (Tasheva & Hillman 2019),
members’ diverse knowledge, skills, experiences, social networks, can bring cognitive
benefits to the team. When a leader has positive diversity beliefs, and so highlights and
integrates team members’ uniqueness and also promotes cohesiveness and belonging, this
helps the team achieve their goals. This in turn reinforces the leader’s diversity beliefs and
motivates maintenance of a self-concept which includes inclusivity.
From the interview data, a student who worked as a laboratory research scientist
provided an account of how her supervisor initiated a collaboration between her colleague
and a programmer. This collaboration integrated expertise from both parties that led to a
positive outcome, showcasing the importance of diversity in her laboratory work.
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I think diversity is extremely important in science because the science itself is so
diverse, and you can't be an expert on everything. For example, my lab supervisor
linked my colleague with a programmer for a collaboration. My colleague for
example is someone who is experienced and spent the whole life pretty much,
specializing in looking at cells. That is very different from someone who is coming
from a computational science background who is an expert in computer languages
like R, Python and Java, and they are able to understand these cells at a genetic
sequencing level. In order to integrate knowledge, it's important for both the
programmer person and the cellular scientist to work together, because the
programmer needs to understand how these DNA level interactions plays up at a
bigger level because inside the cell is DNA and the programmer has spent their time
focusing on a smaller level, typing the genes in this DNA and they are not looking at
the bigger picture. Only with the integration of their unique expertise, when you bring
them together, that's when science becomes more powerful!
(Female, 25-30 years old, Tertiary Sector, Student)
In this next example, an interviewee working in the finance sector described how the
leader’s lack of a positive diversity belief led to unique points of view not being valued and
as a consequence, the team made a poor decision leading to a huge negative financial loss for
the organization. In the later part of the excerpt, the interviewee shared another example of
how negative leadership behaviors and a lack of diversity continued to enforce a team climate
that is self-absorbed.
It was a very large integration project. The financials that were presented basically
just showed that we would shift our cost base and income to a different entity in the
larger group of companies that we operate under. There were five people who made
the decision. They made the decision and it was easy for them to make the call,
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because they'd worked together for the last 15 years. They all came from similar
backgrounds and worked together in similar functions in the larger group and then
they came to this entity. What happened was, during the course of events, because
they hadn't considered other eventualities, the technical integration or the technology
integration became a problem… as a result, $30 million was the cost of change. We
had to write that off. It is groupthink. It's not a well-rounded, balanced decision and
in some cases you need to bring in people that have a completely different experience.
By committee and by definition, all 5 of you look like the same person to me. So
instead of having five people on the committee, it feels like we are getting one person.
From a leader’s biased perspective, quite a few leaders feel safe having people
similar to themselves around them. I used to see that at [a financial institution] where
I worked years ago. There was a series of White men in their mid-40s. They all love
the Australian Football League, each had between 3 and 5 kids, and they made up 14
out of 16 people on a leadership team. There was then me, who had a de facto female
partner, and there was a lady who had a de facto female partner. We were the two
outsiders in the group. When the leadership team made decisions, the chair would
look at everyone, get everyone’s views, then discard both our views and go with what
everybody else said.
(Male, 35-40 years old, Financial Sector, Senior Manager)
When a person is told that they were hired for diversity, this is an example of tokenism
(Torchia et al., 2011). The following example above shows that the hiring of this interviewee
was revealed as a “check the box exercise.’
In a way, how we viewed it, we were told that you're on the team for diversity
[interviewee is a dark-skinned individual of Indian ethnicity]. And I didn't want to
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become a diversity statistic. After we both left, they actually hired two more guys –
same age group, same interests, and same family structure.
(Male, 35-40 years old, Financial Sector, Senior Manager)
There is a need to look beyond practices such as implementation of diversity policies that
target specific demographic groups in the workplace. In some instances, a narrow and rigid
diversity policy or intervention might lead to undesirable workplace impact because the
attention on a workplace minority group can backfire among employees who belong to the
majority group (Dover et al., 2016; Friedman & Davidson, 2001).
In another interview example, a team leader reflected that although her team did not
have much surface-level diversity, they were diverse in terms of skills, and the leader cited
the strengths of each member’s unique skillset as a positive feature of the team:
When I first joined, they just were miserable. To be honest, my team isn't that diverse.
And that's one reason I think, I struggle. They're not diverse in age, they're all women.
There were so many blockages along the way, because you know, either they didn't feel
confident or they didn't know who to go to, or they were getting told off so they didn't
want to make decisions. And everything just sort of it just stagnates and it takes a really
long time because nobody wanted to take accountability and step up. So I started to
acknowledge that they're different and everybody has a role to contribute in the team. I
know that there are some people who are really good at writing, and some people who
are really good at numbers. So, I make sure that they're harnessed to what they want to
do, and what they're interested in and making them feel like their contributions are
valuable and what they're interested in is being taken into account. Letting them know
that they're valuable, acknowledging and appreciating that they're putting in extra work.
(Female, 30-35 years old, Public Sector, Manager)
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Leaders such as this with a positive diversity belief were able to create a supportive
context in the team due to their inclusive leadership behavior. They were able to uphold the
perception of fairness in the face of individual differences and also promote belongingness.
An interviewee captured this point with the following reflection:
I think if the manager sets the tone, they set a climate. I think they have to value diversity
and incorporate it to their style of management, to support people. It might be someone
who has religious requirements where they are supportive with that person having to take
certain days off in the year to go and participate in religious festivals. This gives
legitimacy to religion as one form of diversity. And then it's important to acknowledge
and do the same for another scenario, like allowing someone to go and attend the kids’
school carnival. I think it’s almost seen as being empathetic and at the same time
equitable to everybody….so, I think it it's the manager being mindful of the team strengths
and weaknesses. Also, mindful in terms of knowing if there's a need within the team, you
might allocate tasks based on that. Or knowing someone's strengths and someone’s
weaknesses, sometimes you would marry the strongest with the weakest in order to
actually build capability in the other person. Or even just that it's a skill set within the
team that someone needs to develop.
(Male, 25-30 years old, Banking and Finance Industry, Team Member)
Prior research has yet to identify diversity beliefs as a precursor to inclusive leadership. This
is an important extension because clarifying how diversity beliefs operate as an antecedent to
inclusive leadership can deepen the research on what drives and sustain inclusive leadership
behaviors. This research helps to extend the current established diversity management
literature where empirical evidence demonstrate that inclusive leadership behaviors are
advantageous to organizational outcomes (e.g. reducing turnover, Nishii & Mayer, 2009).
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Interviewees described instances which indicated that when members either exhibited
or were exposed to inclusive leadership, this encouraged members of the team to proactively
engage in communication about differences that exist, and use these differences to inform
their collaborative task work. One team leader provided examples of his own positive
diversity belief, in which he viewed the differences on his team as a distinct asset:
Really important for the team to actually reflect on team dynamics and processes by
creating the space and the time to say are we doing well as a team? Are we including
everyone? And the next extension of that is reviewing team processes and find out how
we are working together. By conducting a review, the team can find out if everyone is
included and achieving their goals. From that process reveals the ingredients to what
has been done well. And conversely, if something has gone a bit wrong, why did it go
wrong? And an analysis of that is helpful to the team. You don’t want to reflect on the
dynamics of the team at the end of the process because it’s not going to do any good. So
you need to build it in. Maybe as a meeting agenda item to engage everyone to say okay
let’s reflect on how we’re going as a team, is everyone heard, is your contribution
valued?
(Male, 50-55 years old, Not-for-profit Sector, Manager)
In contrast, interviewees shared that when leaders had negative diversity belief, this
resulted in discouragement of differences in views and new ideas were discouraged. In one
example, the manager would not entertain ideas that challenged his own plans and would
outright reject employees’ contributions to consolidate this authority. Overtime, this hardline
approach increased turnover.
Triangulation of data between the interview data and contextual data from company
websites was also conducted. I reviewed the firm’s diversity policies or lack thereof. In the
instances where multiple participants from the same company were interviewed, their
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experiences and descriptions of the company were remarkably similar. For example, a group
of interviewees from a financial institution that had inclusive culture promoted on their
company website recounted work experiences that were reflective of their organizational
culture. In contrast, another group of participants from a boutique mining firm who described
their company as having a hierarchical structure that is rigid and old fashioned, had diversity
and inclusion policies that were lacking.
Mindfulness
Findings also revealed a pattern such that numerous individuals who expressed
positive diversity beliefs reported that they were able to continue to maintain a positive belief
toward diversity despite a negative work-related diversity experience. Mindfulness plays the
role of an intervening mechanism between positive diversity beliefs and how an individual
respond to the negative experience. Interviewees mentioned that the means by which they
were able to do this is by focusing on the present and keeping an open mind. Though we did
not set out to study mindfulness, returning to the literature, we found that prior research has
defined mindfulness as a state of consciousness where an individual pays attention to the
present moment in a non-judgmental manner (Sutcliffe et al., 2016). Mindfulness has been
shown to improve psychological and physical well-being (Brown et al., 2007). An example
of how diversity beliefs and mindfulness interact is seen in the following quotes:
I've worked with someone who came from a non-English speaking background and I
think it's not until you've actually travelled overseas that you won't actually understand
the frustration of traveling overseas to a country where they don't speak English or
English isn't the primary language. That frustration that you're a highly intelligent
person but you’re having to resort to talking like a primary school student to be able to
communicate -- it is limiting. That experience for me has actually made me mindful when
I'm working with people particularly from a culturally and linguistically diverse
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background. I am actually more prepared to help them clarify their ideas and actually sit
back and not try to fill gaps for them. Because of the slow communication, we end up
thinking of what they're trying to express and hijack the sentence. I think you just have to
sit back and give people the opportunity to find that they come up with new ideas,
solutions or bring up something that maybe a little bit different.
(Female, 45-50, Tertiary Education, Team Member)
As another example, a participant shared that after learning about male privilege he is
more aware of gender inequalities in everyday life and puts in effort to monitor his own
behaviors in both his personal life and professional work domain.
I eluded to this earlier about men tending to dominate meetings and speaking over
women, I still find myself doing that with my wife. And she picks me up on it. She’ll start
on a story or an anecdote and I’ll want to take over and finish off, because I believe I’ve
got a better memory of it that she has, and things like that. And I notice my son’s doing
the same thing, I think it’s a real male thing and it’s the self-awareness of you need to be
aware of your own role in each moment in the team and the dynamics of the team. And I
tell myself to be more aware and look out for such behaviors in team meetings.
(Male, 55-60 years old, Public Sector, Manager)
Another participant who was recently promoted to a team leader position used his
prior experiences as a subordinate to help him remember to refrain from being judgmental.
Rather than passing judgement, he explained how he tries to give team members the benefit
of doubt:
Being a leader myself as well, you can’t be too judgmental. You definitely can’t be
impatient with new employees as well. You have to understand that everyone has a
different background and history, and they might have learnt things a different way, so
being impatient is something that you can’t do. And I strongly believe, you first have to
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learn how to follow before you can learn how to lead. In that way you become aware and
understand why your employee do things a certain way.
(Male, 25-30, Private HR Recruitment, Team Leader)
Similarly, another interviewee who is also a team leader shares how being mindful and
being present in the moment can uncover information and learn about colleagues that would
otherwise be missed.
What I do as a manager, and as a leader, I try and acknowledge everybody, like so
when someone puts their hands up, and says, “This is how I think it should be done.” I
actively listen to that and I make a point of showing to my team, that I value that
person's contribution to whatever we're talking about. Whether I agree with it or not,
or whether it's you know, goanna be useful in the situation, but I never immediately
say, “Nah, that's not relevant.” Or, “Nah, we wouldn't do that.” Or, “Uh, that's never
goanna work. “Instead, I say, “Oh, yes, okay and tell me about that, and how would
you see that working?” So, you open up the dialogue, because sometimes you can
uncover stuff from that that you wouldn't be able to otherwise.
(Male, 40-45, Private Management Consulting, Team Leader)
Contradictions
A final theme that arose in our analysis pertained to interesting contradictions in
diversity-related efforts. These contradictions seemed to occur due to an overzealous effort to
secure a good intention. For instance, a participant shared that her Human Resource manager
was so enthusiastic about showcasing the firm’s inclusive climate that she mandated that a
Chinese employee use her Chinese name in written communication, despite the reluctance of
the employee to do so. This created a very awkward situation for the employee, especially
given she was more concerned with fitting in, and had never used her Chinese name in the
past. She explained:
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And even though I want to use my English name in the company because my Chinese
name is quite difficult for local Australians to pronounce, she will insist that I use my
Chinese name. I have explained my reasoning to the HR Manager but she refused to
listen and said that using my Chinese name can give a message to others that the
company is inclusive and diverse.
(Female, 35-40 years old, Mining Sector, Manager)
The Chinese employee explained that she had reconciled this in her own mind by trying to
empathize with the HR Manager’s intentions, rather than being judgmental. In this way,
despite this uncomfortable experience, the employee maintained her own positive diversity
belief, even though not everyone around her demonstrated this consistency. It is also
interesting to note that the HR Manager had failed to demonstrate inclusive leadership, and
what may have helped her to do so is to remain in the present moment, be sensitive to the
reactions of the interviewee, and understand that being singled-out in this manner was not
fulfilling her needs for belonging. For both parties, mindfulness may have been key to
overcoming the contradictions between beliefs and behavior.
Another participant from a Chinese background shared a working experience she
encountered with her line manager who also works with a workers’ union, advocating for
workers’ rights and equality. The interviewee shared that her line manger believed in
workplace equality and had good intentions for all employees. However, the line manager
was very adamant about enforcing her diversity initiatives at the workplace, having a onetrack mind about what diversity implies, without understanding the experiences of
employees:
She is very authoritative and aggressive for a leader. She worked in the Union fighting
for workers’ rights. But she is very outspoken at meetings and if she insists we have to
get something done, you cannot talk back to her. For example, she asked me to do
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Chinese language training to our team members to benefit everyone. Even though it is
not part of my job description I followed her instructions. This created extra work for me
and team members who are forced to learn a new language. She only follows her own
ideas and her behaviors end up going against her intention to benefit the workplace
making the situation seem very ironic.
(Female, 40-45 years old, Private HR, Manager)
In an organization that was undergoing firm-wide restructuring, a senior manager
recalled a group meeting with senior executive staff members who shared that transparency
and openness were their guiding philosophy to undergo the organizational change process.
The participant mentioned that efforts were made to communicate that consultation and
feedback from employees of all levels were welcomed. However, when the interviewee
shared a potential problem that his department highlighted, it was not well received, and
instead the senior manager felt he was being wrongfully judged:
At a meeting of 15 people. I raised a concern about a particular risk of an initiative and
I spoke up about it. However, I got criticized in the meeting and after the meeting.
Because the person in charge actually was a bit paranoid and thought I was just trying
to undermine him. So, it's that, it was part of a personality defect of the leader. But you
could see then, as a result of the leader telling me off, no one wanted to speak up after
that. It was no longer a safe environment to speak up and then you end up with this sort
of nodding heads and yes to everything when the leaders were asking for feedback and
ideas.
(Male, 45-50 years old, Tertiary Education, Senior Manager)
An interviewee shared that her manager who had a large portfolio of responsibility
promised the team that she would be supportive and be responsible for everyone on the team;
however, actions from the manager did not support her intentions:
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So she [boss] was under an enormous amount of pressure, herself, to save her own job.
And she was leading another committee at the same time. While she verbally stated that
she was supportive of me and my team members who were writing this paper for her, she
wasn't in a good space and she wasn't able to do anything for us despite claims of
assembling the team because of our different competencies and experiences.
(Female, 55-60 years old, Public Sector, Senior Project Officer)
It is likely that the pressure experienced by the manager prohibited her from being mindful
and in the present moment. Instead she became preoccupied with job security, the members
of the team suffered, and the benefits of diversity were not realized.
As a final example, an interviewee was part of a senior management team that
encourages diversity as an important value in the organization. However, despite espousing
positive diversity beliefs, members of the senior management team experienced conflict when
they conducted meetings on a peer-to-peer level, and failed to utilize the benefits of diversity,
thus contradicting their espoused values with their actions:
It was these strong voices in the team. So, we had the Diversity Manager who liked
things her way and you couldn’t change her opinion. So, she would shout people down
and they wouldn’t get their voice heard. And another aspect to it, was the General
Manager who would not change his opinion once the decision is made. You couldn’t
challenge them, they would be very resistant. And they were very strong willed,
overpowering personalities which got in the way of the team achieving good things.
(Male, 45-50 years old, Private Sector, Manager)
These examples demonstrate that diversity beliefs are not always consistent with
behavior. As illustrated in Figure 1, mindfulness may be an important intervening process that
enables translation of positive diversity beliefs into inclusive leadership behavior, and also
helps employees to remain resilient in their positive diversity beliefs, despite negative
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diversity-related experiences. As we discuss below, mindfulness also likely plays an important
role in addressing contradictions between beliefs and actions. From a theory development point
of view, this throws caution on the concept of diversity beliefs, suggesting that perhaps beliefs
alone are not enough to guarantee good workplace outcomes. The interviewees suggested that
mindfulness and inclusivity are critical in order to improve the effectiveness of teams and the
organizations they represent.
Discussion
This qualitative exploration suggests that although both personal and work diversityrelated experiences can influence an individual’s diversity beliefs, when these two domains
are integrated, and individuals are mindful, a positive diversity belief is often maintained
even when a current workplace is described in a less-favorable light. This may be a key for
overcoming negativity in the workplace, especially when the negativity is associated with
diversity. Our study is also the first to reveal a link between positive diversity beliefs and
inclusive leadership. We discuss implications of these finding below for formation of
diversity beliefs, for outcomes of diversity beliefs, and for managing diversity contradictions,
as well as limitations of our study and directions for future research.
Theoretical Contributions
Implications for Formation of Diversity Beliefs
Extending prior research, our exploration revealed that there are at least two types of
experiences that shape an individual’s diversity belief -- experiences from one’s personal life
and experiences from prior work settings. Further, individuals who integrate experiences
across these domains tend to have positive diversity beliefs, and show greater resilience in the
face of negative workplace encounters. This finding is consistent with research on identity
integration (Benet-Martinez et al., 2006; Manzi et al., 2018), which suggests that the skills
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required for integration are also important in other domains of one’s life, such as the ability to
approach workplace conflict.
In particular, participants who integrated their personal and work related experiences,
and also demonstrated mindfulness were more likely to have positive diversity beliefs at their
current workplace, regardless of recent negative work experiences. They were able to look
beyond the immediate challenge and see a bigger picture, and at the same time remain
comfortable in drawing out value from unfamiliar situations. Therefore, even if faced with
negativity regarding diversity at their current workplace, these participants maintain their
positive diversity belief.
This finding extends prior work on the malleability of diversity beliefs, albeit in
surprising ways. Prior experimental research has found that participants in the laboratory can
be persuaded to take on particular beliefs about diversity. That is, in at least one study,
researchers were able to persuade groups in a laboratory experiment, either of the value of
diversity (i.e., favorable beliefs toward diversity) or the value of similarity (i.e., unfavorable
beliefs toward diversity) for group performance (Homan et al., 2007). Subsequently,
informationally diverse groups performed better when they had been persuaded to hold prodiversity (rather than pro-similarity) beliefs. But our results here, which involved
participants’ narratives about their actual personal and workplace experiences and beliefs,
indicates that personal and work experiences can be integrated in a favorable manner toward
diversity, and especially when individuals are also mindful, maintaining a focus on the
present moment and being non-judgmental, then resilient positive diversity beliefs result.
This underscores the malleability and contextual nature of diversity beliefs.
Implications for Outcomes of Diversity Beliefs
Our findings also suggest that diversity beliefs contribute to leadership behavior, in
particular a positive diversity belief fosters inclusive leadership. By harnessing and/or
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providing opportunities for positive experiences with diversity in one’s personal and
professional life, in order to guide the formation of positive diversity beliefs, inclusive
leadership may be more likely.
With the multitude of diversity research, it is surprising to note that research
examining the role of leadership in managing diversity is scarce; the focus has been on
internal team dynamics (Chin, 2010; Chrobot-Mason et al., 2012; Jackson & Joshi, 2011). A
recent review found that research on leadership rarely involved the topic of workplace
diversity and research on diversity neglects in-depth discussion on the direction and potential
contribution that leaders can bring to dynamic contemporary workplaces (Chrobot-Mason et
al., 2012).
The small amount of empirical work that has been conducted on inclusive leadership
has found that inclusive leadership was positively related to employee work engagement,
team performance (Choi et al., 2015; Mitchell et al., 2015), reduced turnover in diverse
groups (Nishii & Mayer, 2009), and increased helping behaviors within teams (Randel et al.,
2018). Relating to Brewer’s (1991) Optimal Distinctiveness Theory, inclusive leaders
recognize the need for both belongingness and uniqueness, to ensure that everyone on the
team is valued. Another distinct feature of inclusive leadership is the initiative to canvass
contributions from all team members and this act of welcoming all forms of inputs
acknowledges the desire for team members to both belong and to be recognized for their
unique contributions (Nembhard & Edmondson, 2006).
There are different reasons why diversity beliefs arise. Leaders can engage in
behaviors that reflect pro-diversity beliefs because they believe that such behaviors will result
in positive work group outcomes and lead to the creation of a positive social identity for the
work group (Hogg & Terry, 2000; Randel et al., 2018). Diversity beliefs can also play an
important role in shaping the self-concept of leaders, which then triggers certain behaviors
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consistent with the self-concept. There is a rich body of research explaining how self-concept
is related to behavior (Markus, 1977; Markus & Kunda, 1986; Markus & Wurf, 1987;
Oyserman et al., 2012). Self-concepts are comprised of self-schemas, modular units of
knowledge processing structures made up of a person’s beliefs that results in their behavior or
qualities in a specific context (Kunda, 1999; Markus, 1977). For example, a person may hold
a self-schema consisting of a belief that they are ineffective speaking in front of people, and
this may result in avoidance of public speaking opportunities. The set of self-schema creates
a self-concept, an amalgamation of beliefs about oneself that is variable in accordance to
environmental cues (Fiske & Taylor, 2013; Lord et al., 2016). This is referred to as the
working self-concept (Markus & Wurf, 1987), and guides and shapes an individual’s actions,
behaviors, judgement, their perceptions of situations, and self-regulation. Markus and Kunda
(1986) found the working self-concept to be both stable and malleable. This is important
because malleability can allow an individual room for introspection, giving opportunities for
differences to be considered otherwise individuals tend to look for information that confirms
their world view and resist information that challenges their perceptions of themselves
(Swann, 1985; Swann & Hill, 1982; Swann & Read, 1981).
When confronted with a diverse work group, the leader’s working self-concept is
activated and those who hold positive diversity beliefs (i.e. value diversity) are likely to
become inclusive, behaving in a manner that is sensitive to, and welcoming of, differences
that exists amongst members within their team. The leaders sees the potential cognitive
benefits to the team of recognizing and surfacing the different points of view represented, but
also understands the need for members to feel like they are included and belong.
Our findings indicate that a diversity belief which highly values diversity coincides
with inclusive leadership. We encourage future research to examine the directionality of this
relationship. For example, although we found evidence that diversity beliefs operate as a
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precursor to inclusive leadership, which in turn helps to foster an engagement-focused
diversity climate; admittedly, another plausible relationship might be that diversity beliefs
among followers result from (or are reinforced by) inclusive leadership. Findings from our
study revealed that members responded favorably when leaders were attentive to the
uniqueness of each team member, yet also focused on each team members’ developmental
needs, this in turn may have helped to promote pro-diversity beliefs.
Implications of Mindfulness for Overcoming Diversity Contradictions
We identified contradictions between espoused diversity beliefs and actual behaviors.
Prior research has documented more generally the danger between having deeply held beliefs
that are different from espoused beliefs, as well as individual beliefs that contradict collective
beliefs in the work place (Jonsen et al., 2013). We extend this research by revealing that for a
positive diversity belief to be put to good use, it is helpful if it is considered an informational
resource (rather than an evaluative resource), and as such, accompanied by a discovery
approach, in which the validity and accuracy of information about team mates is checked and
verified (Homan et al., 2007; 2010). Recent research has indicated just how important
perceptions of diversity are, as well as understanding what these perceptions represent, in
order to comprehend their impacts in teams (e.g., Shemla & Wegge, 2019). In other words,
positive diversity beliefs do not automatically mean that diversity will be well managed. It
may be that highlighting a particular difference is unwelcome, and before doing so, the
difference should be discussed and reflected upon. This was evidenced in our example of the
HR manager who insisted that a Chinese employee use her Chinese name. Since the manager
valued diversity, she utilized information about differences to achieve a promotional goal, but
rigid implementation and a failure to listen to feedback from the recipient resulted in an
unintended negative outcome. The Chinese employee felt estranged and her individual needs
were unsupported by the climate of her organization.
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Extending prior research, our findings suggest that many of the contradictions our
interviews shared, occurred due to a lack of awareness during implementation of practices,
such that the good intention meant to ensure inclusion became counterproductive. An overly
ridged approach to implementation of the proposed idea back-fired. It is also important to
note that the role of social desirability can also be a factor in the finding that well-intention
beliefs may not always lead to functional behaviors because of subjectivity in the
interpretation of these behaviors.
Interviewees indicated that mindfulness can help address this contradictory situation.
Mindfulness gives pause; it consists of sensitivity to cues in the immediate environment, and
therefore might help those with positive diversity beliefs ensure that they are enabling
employees’ best interests. In the specific example, mindfulness may have intercepted the
rigidity of the implementation, and allowed the HR manager to have the time and space to
consider feedback from the Chinese employee in a non-judgmental manner. In this instance,
interpretation of the findings also reveal elements of openness and learning. There is an
overlap of concepts because when individuals who whole positive diversity beliefs and
engage in mindfulness during tense situations (i.e. being present in the moment in a nonjudgmental manner), they are more likely to be less reactive to the tension. Our findings
suggest that linking mindfulness into the implementation process, can disrupt potentially
dysfunctional and uncomfortable situations.
Another research stream similar to the study of contradictory phenomenon is the study
of paradox in organizational contexts. Smith and Lewis (2011) defined paradox as a tension
caused by elements that are logical when it exists independently but becomes undesirable
when placed together. The paradox identified in this study is caused by the tension between a
positive diversity belief, and well-intended behaviors and actions carried out, which the
individual perceived as being positive but instead ill-received by the recipient. In order to
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gain a positive outcome from this paradox, a management strategy recommended within the
Dynamic Equilibrium Model of Organizing by Smith and Lewis (2011) recommends
revisiting the paradoxical responses and during this consideration phase, separating or
integrating generated responses can lead to a sustainable outcome.
Limitations and Future Research Directions
Our qualitative approach allowed for depth of understanding, but we were not able to
compare samples across teams or organizations. We encourage future research on diversity
beliefs to test these relationships quantitatively, in a broad sample of teams across
organizations. Conducting additional mediation and moderation studies on the antecedents
and outcomes of diversity beliefs we identified here can help extend our knowledge and
contribute to the workplace diversity literature.
In addition, our analysis indicated that an individual’s diversity belief can remain
positive, despite experiencing negative diversity-related workplace encounters. It would also
be interesting to explore if there are other characteristics or practices in addition to
mindfulness that can help sustain this positivity in the face of repeated negativity. Experience
sampling of employees’ daily encounters would be a welcome extension of our research in
order to better understand these phenomena (Ohly et al., 2010).
Another unanswered question pertains to the malleability of diversity beliefs. We
anticipate there is room to shift beliefs from negative to positive, but this is an empirical
question worthy of additional attention, particularly given respondents in our study who had
integrated positive personal and work experiences pertaining to diversity remained positive in
the face of negative diversity-related experiences. This suggests a resilience to positive
diversity beliefs (i.e., those that are favorable toward diversity) which can be an asset for
those workplaces hoping to transform their diversity climate. Selecting individuals with
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positive diversity beliefs, and/or involving them centrally in the transformation, may help to
turn around an organization plagued with an unfavorable climate toward diversity.
There is also preliminary evidence that training may be beneficial. For example, in
the study mentioned earlier which evaluated the impact of diversity training on a team’s
creative performance, Homan et al. (2015) found that teams with unfavorable diversity
beliefs and high diversity in nationality benefitted from diversity training and increased in
their creative performance. However, teams that were not nationally diverse did not benefit
from the training, so it remains to be seen as to whether training interventions can be
universally helpful. These are important questions as learning more about the antecedents to
diversity belief can help develop a positive diversity climate that not only benefits the
organization but also employee well-being.
Practical Implications
The complexities of diversity in the workplace have long been of interest for scholars
and practitioners. With the spread of cross-functional and multicultural teams in
organizations around the globe, practitioners implement diversity initiatives to boost positive
workplace outcomes. It is imperative that diversity initiatives are empirically investigated and
evidenced based before implementation. For example, traditionally, team leaders might rotate
employees individually through developmental experiences such as Diversity and Inclusion
training. This is usually carried out for practical reasons such as ensuring business continuity.
However, sending an entire team to attend training sessions together may be more beneficial.
When an entire team is present, team members can collectively foster belongingness, and yet
also have the opportunity to learn about the uniqueness of one another. Being present as a
team offers a valuable opportunity for team members to develop accurate mental
representations of diversity that exist within their team. The team leader can work with the
trainer to explore different examples of promotion and prevention approaches to diversity in
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their work context. This surfacing of different examples can prepare the team for situations
that they will face during their work.
In terms of the specific content of training, our findings highlight the value of
integrated personal and workplace diversity experiences. Reflective exercises in which
workers share both the positive and negative experiences, and discuss the sources and
consequences of these experiences, may help to expose employees to a broader set of
experiences. Particularly valuable would be to share successful and positive experiences to
celebrate the advantages and enrichment that can occur.
Our findings also point to mindfulness training (Yeganeh & Good, 2016) as possibly
valuable for helping to develop positive, resilient diversity beliefs, and to translate these into
inclusive leader behavior and an engagement diversity climate. Such training often consists
of contemplative mindfulness practices that can range from sitting or walking meditation to
an eight-week mindfulness-based stress reduction program (Kabat-Zinn, 2003; Sharma &
Rush, 2014). Yeganeh and Good (2016) discussed how mindfulness can be integrated in the
workplace, despite time limitations or individuals holding a strong dislike for mindfulness as
a concept because of fixed perceptions such as viewing mindfulness as a trendy fad. A
strategy to apply non-contemplative mindfulness practice in the workplace might consist of
prompting an individual to focus on an audit of highly automated routines and explore if such
routines help or hinder the individual at work. The flexibility, applicability and secular nature
of mindfulness is a strength that can be utilized by individuals across cultures. For example,
workplaces in Asia organize activities such as tai chi, yoga and meditation to direct the focus
of attention to the breath as a way of encouraging intention and training the mind to be
disciplined. Practices that encourage being intentional are highly relevant to the workplace
because leaders associate the concept of being intentional to accomplishing work outcomes
(Yeganeh & Good, 2016).
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Conclusion
While the impact of diversity beliefs on workplace effectiveness may not be
immediate, fostering positive diversity beliefs can create leadership behaviors which can
drive outcomes. Hopefully, our research serves as a reminder that diversity can be viewed
from a positive lens to encourage proactive improved and sustainable workplace outcomes.
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Table 1
Data Structure of Findings - First-Order Codes, Second-Order Codes, and Higher Order Themes
First-Order Codes
Diverse perspectives provides optimal opportunities to achieve goals
There are no other ways to complete tasks other than status quo methods
Believes that diversity is neither good nor bad because it does not matter
Differences in income levels, family, job status influencing personal experiences
Putting in effort to make a wider circle of friends
Growing up in a family and school that is diverse
Enjoy learning and experiencing different cultures
Enjoy working with colleagues with different knowledge or experiences
Dealing with outdated policies at work
Dislike teams that engage in restrictive group think practices
No difference when thinking about diversity in a personal or work context
Role model managed diversity well
Leader mindful of members' strength, weakness and developmental needs
Being non-judgmental and cares about team members
Being empathetic and reflective
Leader does not categorize or stereotype team members
Leader allows for differences to be considered
Genuinely care about employees as individuals
Being sensitive and impartial during team conflict
Leader respectfully tapping into diverse resources
Leader in tune to team members developmental needs
Leader who wants to be in control and make all the decisions
Expects people to behave in a certain way
Leader only cares about themselves
Thinking and expressing intolerant views but actions reflect egalitarianism
Promoting diversity and inclusion but not respecting individuality
Workplace values diversity but practices were non-inclusive
Actions and speech did not match espoused values to be diverse and inclusive

Second-Order Codes

Higher Order Themes

Diversity beliefs

Diversity beliefs

Personal experiences
with diversity
Prior work-related
experiences with diversity

Formative experiences
for diversity beliefs

Integration of personal and
work-related experiences
Mindfulness

Mindfulness

Inclusive leadership
Leadership Behavior
Non-inclusive leadership
Contradictions between
espoused values and behaviors

Contradictions
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Table 2
Text Excerpts Illustrating Second-Order Codes
Second-Order
Codes

Diversity beliefs

Excerpts

Diversity at work is always a good thing. I think diversity of thought and diversity of perspectives really provides
optimal outcomes for when we are trying to achieve certain goals and tasks. But it does depend on the willingness of all
participants to embrace each other’s different perspectives.

Growing up in a multi-cultural world, I grew up with brown parents, brown families. And on my mum’s side is very
white and learning about the different cultures as well, so I kind of never seen people for what gender they are, or what
Personal
culture they are, or what background they are. Because I’ve always grown up with a lot of variety like that. Being that
experiences with my father was born and raised overseas and migrated here not speaking a word of English. And my mum, she was born
diversity
in Australia, but her parents were born and raised in the overseas. I had the privilege of visiting where my dad grew up,
and that was very shocking to see how poor my dad was, growing up in a third world country in a little house with 20
people sharing living space.

At a distribution center, my manager promoted one of our admin staff, who was a female, to a supervisor level while the
Prior workrest of the team, all male, remained at an admin level. The manager handled the situation very well because a lot of
related
people weren’t happy with the decision and not respecting her the way they probably should have been. The manager
experiences with backed up why she got the position with her leadership traits and how she improved, met all her KPIs where some of the
diversity
other guys hadn’t. Even though they’d been their longer. As a result, the team members understood and were cohesive
again.
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Table 2 (Continued)
Second-Order
Codes

Excerpts

Integration of
personal and
work-related
experiences

In my personal life, I always noted differences in different ethnic groups, and the way they behave and what’s normal.
Such as, finding that you know, in Aboriginal cultures they don’t look people in the eye because it’s a sign of respect
not to. And when you go into an Australian culture, we kind of think of that as a little bit rude. And we actually had to
put together an Aboriginal assessment center for a Aboriginal graduate program, where we had to make sure what we
were doing was giving everyone the advantages they needed. So, you know, do we do a group activity where you know,
it’s a little bit different for Aboriginal cultures? Many cultures are different from each other so it’s always being mindful
of what differences there are.

Mindfulness

In the team environment, I think people should be mindful of each other’s role and be willing to give a hand, to help.
Rather than just leave after you complete your work. Because you work in a team, it doesn't mean everyone can work
with the same efficiency. And some people may, because of cultural background or other background, they don't
understand the team mission. So, other people should be always ready to jump in and cooperate and give help. Support
each other.

Inclusive
leadership

I can recall that's my first year in Australia. And the HR Manager is a local Australian. He is a very warm person, down
to earth and because it is so new for our Chinese team to just land in this new country, we don't, some of us don't speak
the language and some don't understand the culture at all. And then from day one, he designed so many team building
activities for us. And by the end of the year, the Christmas, the manager actually took a lot of pictures from those team
building activities and then he made himself as the Santa Claus and did a presentation with all these family pictures,
gives a title and even put a story line in it and just to, you know, make everyone laugh. And because it's a picture, visual
- even a lot of Chinese staff, they don't quite understand the language yet, but they can understand it is funny. And so
that for me is a great leadership example to embrace diversity.
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Table 2 (Continued)
Second-Order
Codes
Non-inclusive
leadership

Contradictions
between
espoused values
and behaviors

Excerpts

I worked part time and I have a baby. And I used to really dislike my manager. She would make a point of saying you
work part time, so you can't do this. Or you have a kid, so maybe it might be harder for you to fly to Broome to deal
with one of our clients. She will make assumptions on my behalf about what I could and couldn't do. She would always
hold meetings on days that I couldn't come [because I was working part time].
For example, if someone is working on a diversity framework, but that particular person associates themselves in the
LGBTI community, they may pay more attention to that particular diverse group and neglect some of the other groups
even though it is the person’s job as a diversity officer to advocate for all minority groups. Because of that person's own
passion or agenda towards progress in a particular space, it can hinder a team who perhaps has personal agendas in other
areas, or has no personal agendas and wants an equal focus on all areas. To address this, I think it's about having
diplomatic crucial conversations. And so if someone is going off track or off task and focusing on a certain area, which
suggests a personal agenda. It might be about reminding them of what our objective has been agreed upon. Maybe
pulling out that plan and looking at it, and asking them objectively how/what they're focusing on at the moment fits into
that broader plan. And if it doesn't, asking them why that we're focusing on that area. And often, questions like that help
people realize that they may be going off task or they maybe have their own agenda without them having realized it
prior. Because their own emotions are getting in the way of the work. And once they get to that awareness stage, they
are able to change.
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Figure 2
Relationships Revealed
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Appendix
Interview Questions
A. Background information
1. Can you tell me a little bit about the company and the department/team that you work for?
2. From your perspective, what do you see as your primary responsibilities?
3a. In your position, do you have a responsibility to lead team(s). And what was the team
size?
You can estimate and provide a range.
3b. If not, do you have past managerial experience in the context of a team leader?
B. Diversity beliefs
4a. How would you define / describe the term diversity?
This next segment will ask about your views on diversity in two areas (1) in your daily
life and (2) at work. By diversity, I mean individual difference among people, related to age,
gender, race, nationality, ethnicity, values, religion, professional experiences, education,
ideas, and opinions.
4b. I am curious about your experiences with diversity in your life. When people are
interacting, do you generally find these to be a good thing or a bad thing? Why?
5. What has been your experience with diversity at work? For example, is it generally
beneficial? Detrimental? Or perhaps you don’t even notice it? Can you provide an example of
an experience you have had with diversity at work?
C. Leadership behaviors – I would like to draw upon your observations and past work
experiences.
6. Can you provide an example of a time when a leader was particularly good at helping a
team manage their diversity? What was the situation and what did this leader do?
7a. Now, focusing purely on the leader. What sort of behaviors, from the leader, do you
believe are particularly helpful when a team is diverse?
Possible exploration: is the team relatively new or is it already well established?
7b. What sort of behaviors, from a leader, are unhelpful/detrimental when a team is diverse?
8a. Which is most important in a team, to be unique or to belong?
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8b. Why?
8c. Back to focusing purely on the leader, what roles do leaders have in helping with these
experiences?

D. Team outcomes e.g. team effectiveness
(Definition of team effectiveness: Teams meeting targets set by the organization).
These can be positive or negative.
12. Based on your experience working with / in a diverse team, can you come up with a list
of factors that can change the effectiveness of a diverse team?
13. From this list, can you pick the top three and explain why these are the most important?
E. Concluding Questions
14. In a few words, can you tell me why and how is diversity (un)important to you at the
workplace?
Do you leverage on it in your line of work or not really?
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Chapter 4: Exploring the Impact of Inclusive Leadership on Team Diversity Climate
We have got here not by suppressing or pretending that race differences, language
differences, culture differences do not exist, but that they can coexist without the
majority obliterating or oppressing the minority.
– Singapore Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew, addressing the opposition party in 1988

As racial tensions escalated in the 1960’s then Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew
recognized the importance of inclusive leadership to address the racial silos that had
developed between majority and minority members of society in Singapore. We find
ourselves in a similar situation today. Given recent incidents involving discrimination and
inequities around the world, workplaces are ever more conscious of the need to promote an
inclusive environment at work. Many organizations struggle with how best to recognize and
utilize diversity in work teams, and yet also preserve a sense of belongingness and avoid
prejudicial treatment. In this study, we address these issues by examining the leadership and
team processes that enable work teams to engage with the diversity that exists among
members in a positive manner, for the wider benefit of the team and organization.
Optimal Distinctiveness Theory (ODT) (Brewer, 1991) speaks to these issues. This
theory acknowledges that most individuals have an innate desire to attain both a sense of
individuality and a sense of belonging within and between social groups. For example, when
associating with groups that are large or inclusive, an individual is likely to be motivated to
individuate, in order to have uniqueness within the large group (Brewer & Pickett, 2014).
Yet, the individual may also try to balance the amount of uniqueness exhibited to retain
characteristics that promote belongingness to the group. This theory has been applied to
studies on subgroup differentiation (Hornsey & Hogg, 1999); ingroup bias (Brewer et al.,
1993); political identification (Abrams, 1994; Brewer, 1999); ingroup and outgroup
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homogeneity (Brewer & Pickett, 2014); and perceptions of belief consensus (Simon et al.,
1997).
Here I argue that leaders play an important role in creating the conditions that enable
optimal distinctiveness among team members. Through specific inclusive leadership
behaviors, they promote mutual perspective-taking, defined as the mental act of perceiving a
situation from another person’s viewpoint (Liao et al., 2020). There can be different
approaches as to how mutual perspective-taking can unfold within a workgroup. A leader can
set an example by engaging in perspective-taking behaviors, or a leader can explicitly
promote perspective-taking behaviors in the group. Alternatively, group members can also
engage in perspective-taking behaviors without influence from their group leader. In turn, this
results in the development of team climates conducive for positive use of diverse ideas and
opinions. Generally, climate refers to the meaning employees attach to their experiences with
policies, procedures, and practices at work (Schneider et al., 2013). Diversity climate in
particular, are perceptions of an organization’s policies, procedures, and practices that
promote and encourage diversity (Chen et al., 2012). Not all diversity climates are equally as
effective at harnessing the benefits of diversity to increase innovation and effectiveness
(Hajro et al., 2017). Research indicates engagement-focused diversity climates, which focus
on using diversity to both inform and improve work processes, are particularly powerful
(Hajro et al., 2017), yet we know little about how to increase the benefits of such climates to
address the challenges of a diverse workforce.
In investigating these issues, I make three primary contributions. First, I extend
current theorizing about team climates to better understand antecedents to the formation of
diversity climates. Second, I extend research on Optimal Distinctiveness Theory by revealing
an important set of inclusive leadership behaviors which adhere to the principals of this
theory. Finally, I extend theorizing regarding mutual perspective taking by identifying the
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role of leaders in encouraging such cognitive processes in diverse teams, and the role of these
processes in creating engagement-focused diversity climates.
This paper proceeds as follows. First, I review the literature on diversity climates,
leadership and the processes that connect them in order to develop a set of relationships
investigated in a unique study of project teams. Next I describe the sample, measures,
analysis and results of this study. I conclude with a discussion of implications for theory,
research and practice.
Theoretical Foundation
In the team diversity literature, teams are often classified as either homogenous or
heterogeneous, and each classification has its advantages and disadvantages (Stewart &
Carter, 2018). Social identity, similarity-attraction and social categorization theories suggest
that homogeneous teams are advantageous because individuals prefer to interact with others
that are similar to themselves thus creating an in-group (Byrne, 1971; Janis, 1972; Tajfel,
1982). As a result of this tight knit social bond, trust, cohesion and a common language can
develop (Kramer & Brewer, 1984; O’Reilly et al., 1989), but this may create a team climate
unintentionally averse to ideologies that challenge the status quo of the team (Phillips &
Apfelbaum, 2012). Below I review the literature on team climate that pertains to diversity,
followed by the role of inclusive leadership and mutual perspective taking.
Diversity Climate
Workplace diversity climate captures the extent to which employees perceive their
organization as engaging in fair, equitable, integrative practices (McKay & Avery, 2015).
Diversity climate has been associated with positive organizational outcomes. For example,
characteristics of diversity climates have been related to sales (McKay et al., 2008), customer
satisfaction (McKay et al., 2011), job satisfaction (Brimhall et al., 2014; Madera et al., 2013),
interpersonal conflict and workplace engagement (Sliter et al., 2014).
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Diversity climate can operate both psychologically and collectively (Dwertmann et
al., 2016; McKay & Avery, 2015). For example, when viewed as a psychological
phenomenon, diversity climate can help reduce inequality in workplace practices from an
anti-discriminatory perspective. When an organization successfully embeds its commitment
to diversity in its practice, it creates a shared perception that policies and procedures in the
organization are fair. When diversity climate is viewed as a consensual collective construct,
the collective unit (e.g. the work team) can leverage individual differences and the synergy
amongst different personnel can be aggregated to achieve a positive team outcome. Here, like
others before us (McKay & Avery, 2015), we focus on a broad conceptualization of diversity
climate which encompasses a variety of sources of diversity, given this has been the
predominate approach; we do not review work on diversity climates targeted toward specific
demographic categories such as ethnicity (Hajro et al. 2017), gender (King et al., 2010) or
age (Boehm et al., 2014).
Mor Barak and colleagues (1998) assessed diversity climate among 2686 employees
from an electronics company. Results from an exploratory factor analysis showed four
distinct components: organizational fairness (i.e. nondiscriminatory practices in the
workplace), organizational inclusion (i.e. the extent to which the workplace is free from
biases), personal diversity value (i.e. extent to which individuals perceive diversity can add
value to work) and personal comfort (i.e. extent to which individuals feel at ease when
engaging with personnel from a demographic group different to themselves). The authors
contributed to the diversity climate literature with the validation of a diversity climate scale
encompassing both organizational and individual level phenomenon.
Other research suggest that in communities with less diversity, greater numbers of
minority employees can help to signal a more positive diversity climate in the organization.
Yet, simply increasing the number of minority employees is not enough to improve the
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organization’s diversity climate. Research indicates that organizations embedded in highly
racially diverse communities have to work much harder to create a climate for diversity than
organizations located in communities with a small number of minorities (Pugh et al., 2008).
In other research, Richard et al. (2019) found that when a diversity climate is characterized
by an integration of differences and inclusive decision making, this improved creative job
performance among newly hired employees. Without the benefits of such a diversity climate,
newcomers reported spending time and effort to learn about in-house norms and socialization
patterns to establish an understanding of how they can best build connections and complete
their tasks (Fang et al., 2017).
These studies show a clear indication that adopting certain diversity climates can lead
to positive organizational outcomes, but that diversity climates are complex and possibly
multifaceted, rather than simply ‘positive’ or ‘negative’ toward diversity. Extending and
building upon previous diversity and team effectiveness research, Hajro et al. (2017) applied
the concept of diversity climates to multinational corporations. Prior research had focused on
one large organization or multiple organizations within the same country. Using a mixed
method design, Hajro et al. (2017) included eleven organizations and seven countries. From
their qualitative analysis of 143 interviews, Hajro et al. (2017) found three distinct types of
diversity climates at the organization level: policy-focused, awareness-focused, and
engagement-focused diversity climates. Policy-focused diversity climates were characterized
by a non-negotiable hard line and all employees were required to assimilate to the primary
organizational culture. Cultural differences were discouraged and conformity to dominant
organizational norms was expected. Awareness-focused diversity climates encouraged
diverse viewpoints and cross-cultural exchanges from the workforce. Diversity was used at
the organizational level when exploring new business ventures but it was not integrated into
work practices. Employees had the autonomy to choose how they interact and work with each
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other. Notably, employees from the minority group were encouraged to retain their sense of
culture and identity, which led to a low motivation to learn from others. On the other hand,
employees from the majority group developed a strong learning culture and were respectful
of minority cultures.
In the engagement-focused climates, diversity was used to both inform and improve
work processes. There was adherence to core organizational values that were deemed as
essential to the firm, but differences in ideas were allowed to develop because it was believed
that differences in culture and perspective lead to different insights. As a consequence of an
engagement-focused diversity climate, employees were interested in retaining their own and
learning about other cultures.
Importantly, Hajro et al. (2017) clarified that the creation of a specific diversity
climate does not directly lead to organizational outcomes. They focused on outcomes at the
team level, capturing team effectiveness by coding task accomplishments, and this was crosschecked with a range of data sources (e.g. interviews with internal clients and department
leaders). Teams that met their objectives on time and satisfied clients’ and stakeholders’
requests were considered effective teams. In contrast, teams that did not meet their deadlines
and lost their customers scored low in team effectiveness. Hajro et al. (2017) found that
organizational diversity climate was related to team effectiveness through team knowledge
exchange. Within an engagement-focused diversity climate, employees were encouraged to
retain their personal cultures and ideas and at the same time were free to address differences
in a trusted and harmonious team environment; this resulted in greater team effectiveness.
Yet, this research did not comprehensively address how such diversity climates were
developed in the organizations included in the study. Hence if we are to understand diversity
climate as a point of leverage for unlocking the potential of team diversity, we need to
understand what actions in organizations contribute to their development.
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Here, I examine diversity climates at the team level, consistent with the focus on
teams in Optimal Distinctiveness Theory. Team climate is the team members’ shared
perceptions of team policies, practices and procedures (Anderson & West, 1998). Team
climate allows for individual team members to share in the meaning derived from events that
are important for the team, which can motivate the team to take action to achieve team goals
(Parker et al., 2003). That team climates exist has been demonstrated in research on team
safety climate (Griffin & Curcuruto, 2016), climate for team innovation (Anderson & West,
1998), team climate strength (Gonzalez-Roma et al., 2009), and procedural justice climate in
teams (Colquitt et al., 2002). These studies have shown that a team level climate can arise
from shared meanings resulting from social interactions and interpretations amongst members
of the work group (Powell & Butterfield, 1978; Schneider & Reichers, 1983). Setting a
precedent for examining diversity climate at the team level, Boehm et al. (2014) studied team
diversity climates among 248 military teams, each with an average size of 36 personnel. The
researchers found that team diversity climates characterized by fairness, inclusion, and
valuing diversity (Mor Barak et al., 1998), were positively related to team performance and
that this relationship was mediated by discrimination, such that a positive diversity climate
resulted in less discriminatory behavior, which led to positive performance. The authors also
found that the larger the team, the more important it is to have a strong team diversity climate
Applying the types of diversity climates uncovered by Hajro et al. (2017) to the team
level, teams with an engagement-focused diversity climate are likely to use a broad range of
identified differences to inform and improve work processes, given diverse teams have access
to a wide variety of knowledge, skills, and abilities. Yet, teams with such a climate also
maintain a set of core values, usually aligned to organizational strategy, and at the same time
allow for flexibility in team processes and practices that may exist given the diversity on the
team. Consistent with the tenets of Optimal Distinctiveness Theory, there is a common
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understanding about what is core (e.g., mission, task priorities), but members also recognize
that there may be unique preferences for the specific manner in which the team will proceed
with their work, which coincide with sources of diversity in the team.
As an illustration, a team may agree that it is a priority to fulfill the needs of a
particular customer segment in the next generation of a key deliverable; this is consistent with
the organization’s strategy to expand their market. With an engagement-focused team
diversity climate, members engage with the diversity in opinions as to how to achieve this,
which may coincide with the norms and perspectives of their respective cultural and
demographic affiliations. As such, they openly discuss a wide variety of options – some
prefer to canvas customers before brainstorming new features, and others want to look at
competitor approaches, still others prefer to start with a blank slate. After several iterative
discussions, they are able to converge on a solution that all are satisfied with, which may
contain elements of each preference. This ability to navigate different ideas and views, which
coincide with cultures and identities, while at the same time being bound by common values,
fulfils the dual needs described in the Theory of Optimal Distinctiveness, and enables the
team to build an engagement focused diversity climate that allows the team to utilize their
diversity to their advantage.
Inclusive Leadership
Anticipating the benefits of an engagement-focused diversity climate in a team, a
natural next question is, how might such a climate be developed? I argue here that leadership
of the team is crucial. With the multitude of diversity research, it is surprising to note that
research examining the impact of leadership on managing team diversity is scarce (ChrobotMason et al., 2014; Jackson & Joshi, 2011). In general, prior meta-analytic research has
provided evidence that certain leadership behaviors have positive effects on team
performance. Specifically, across 93 studies from leading academic journals between the
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years of 1975 to 2006 that examined team performance in organizational settings, Stewart
(2006) found that leader behaviors such as stimulating new perspectives, dealing with others
as individuals, and emphasizing collective identity, were positively related to team
performance. Since that time, studies have offered additional evidence of these effects of
leadership in teams (Wang & Howell, 2010), as well as positive relationships between
leadership behaviors and organizational citizenship behavior (Carter et al., 2013), individual
employee performance (Wang et al., 2014) and firm performance (Hmieleski et al., 2012).
Yet, research has also shown that leaders who are visionary, but inclined to categorize team
members into ingroups and outgroups, are more likely to evoke undesirable effects of ethnic
differences in teams, harming team communications and performance (Greer et al., 2012).
Recently, a particular set of leadership behaviors have come into focus, referred to as
leader inclusiveness (Nembhard and Edmondson, 2006) or inclusive leadership (Randel et al.,
2018). Nembhard and Edmondson (2006) introduced the construct of leader inclusiveness, to
capture the usage of language and actions of leaders that help cross-disciplinary teams
overcome status and power differences. A specific feature of inclusive leadership is the
initiative to canvass contributions from all team members and this act of welcoming all forms
of inputs acknowledges the desire for team members to both belong and to be recognized for
their unique contributions (Nembhard & Edmondson, 2006). As a result of inclusive
leadership, team members are more open to speaking up, and this improves collaboration
amongst team members.
Following this, Randel et al. (2016) examined survey responses from 534 full-time
workers and found that inclusive leadership behaviors were key to surfacing helping
behaviors within teams. The authors compared the effect of leader inclusiveness among male
racial majority members, and female racial minority employees. They found that inclusive
leadership behaviors were associated with helping behaviors for males and racial majority
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employees; however, high levels of inclusive leadership behaviors alone were not sufficient
to increase helping behaviors amongst females and racial minority employees. For these
employees, the team climate was also important.
In subsequent work, Randel and colleagues (2018) drew upon on Brewer’s Optimal
Distinctiveness theory to broaden the scope of inclusive leadership beyond the function of
speaking up. They defined inclusive leadership as the simultaneous facilitation of group
members’ perception that both belongingness and uniqueness are valued. They argued that
these acts of inclusion by leaders can build meaningful and high quality relationships among
team members who are usually underrepresented. Randel et al. (2018) proposed five behavior
categories of inclusive leadership behaviors. Three of these promote belongingness,
including supporting group members, ensuring justice and equity, and providing
opportunities for shared decision making on relevant issues. The remaining two leader
behaviors promote uniqueness, including encouraging diverse contributions, and helping
team members fully contribute their unique talents and perspectives.
Other research has investigated one or the other set of behaviors, but little research
has examined their combination. For example, Lisak and colleagues (2016) studied 82 crosscultural (Chinese and German) R&D teams and found that when leaders had a strong sense of
belongingness to a group, they tended to foster shared team goals and promoted a common
understanding when members shared ideas and knowledge. Focusing on uniqueness,
Huttermann & Boerner (2011) found that when leaders encouraged team members to be open
to differences in approaches to tasks (i.e. diverse contributions), this had a positive effect on
the level of innovation in functionally diverse teams.
I argue that inclusive leaders support diversity by helping to create engagementfocused diversity climates. At a general sense, the seminal work of Kozlowski and Doherty
(1989) showed that leadership is a key driver of climates, and the role of leaders in creating
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team climates has been examined for safety climates (Zohar, 2000), service climates (Liao &
Chuang, 2007), and justice climates (Ambrose et al., 2013). More recently, Kukenberger and
D'Innocenzo (2020) investigated shared leadership in functionally diverse student work
groups and found that such leadership was related to a cooperative team climate, which in
turned led to higher team performance. With a cooperative team climate, diverse members
were more open to receive and provide leadership influences with one another.
Inclusive leaders likely encourage an engagement-focused diversity climate through a
number of means. By valuing uniqueness of members, they encourage the expression of the
diverse views and knowledge, and by simultaneously emphasizing belonging they help to
focus the use of these views and knowledge toward team tasks and shared aims. This allows
the team to truly engage with diversity and apply it toward the team’s objectives, not just
simply become aware of difference, or force assimilation due to the differences. I consider
next a specific process by which inclusive leaders likely help to create an engagementfocused diversity climate.
Mutual Perspective Taking
Inclusive leadership is important to promote the climate in the team, but this still
leaves open the question as to what specific processes might be fostered by the leader to
create engagement-focused diversity climates. A mechanism that can help explain the
formation of engagement-focused diversity climates is the intragroup process mutual
perspective taking. With their dual focus on both uniqueness and belonging, the inclusive
leader motivates members of the team to take each other’s perspective, and then arrive at
shared understanding of the diverse views and an ability to apply those views to the team’s
common objectives, which is the essence of the engagement-focused diversity climate.
At the individual level, perspective taking is a cognitive process whereby an
individual adopts another person’s point of view for the purpose of understanding that
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person’s preferences, values and needs (Parker & Axtell, 2001). It involves anticipating the
other party’s interpretations, observations, and experience, and seeking to understand what it
is like to walk in their shoes or see the world through their eyes (Davis et al., 2004). In a
study investigating antecedents and outcomes of employee perspective taking, Parker and
Axtell (2001) found that perspective taking can promote performance and increase helping
and cooperative behaviors. Grant and Berry (2011) also found that promotion of perspective
taking can enhance employees’ motivation to be more creative at work.
Perspective taking is closely related to the concept of empathy, but the two have
distinct features (Vescio et al., 2003; Vorauer, 2013; Vorauer & Quesnel, 2016; Vorauer &
Sasaki, 2009). Empathy is an emotional response typically focused on another person, and
usually manifesting as a concern for the welfare of that person, who is usually in an adverse
situation (Galinsky et al., 2008). Perspective taking is a cognitive process, and involves
taking on the view of the other as if it was one’s own; it does not necessarily coincide with
adversity. Longmire and Harrison (2018) conducted a meta-analysis of 304 peer-reviewed
articles and compared these concepts, arguing that they should be considered distinct, but that
both are beneficial at work. For example, perspective taking helps an individual who is
taking action (the actor) identify the specific needs of the person (the target) receiving the
benefit, while empathic concern might be the drive for the actor to carry out the action.
Without perspective taking, actors may be too quick to address the targets’ immediate
problems, without consideration of long term sustainable solutions.
In a team, mutual perspective taking occurs when all members take on the
perspective of each other (Mohrman et al., 2001). Mutual perspective taking may be even
more advantageous in the creation of an engagement focused diversity climate in a team than
would be empathy. For example, researchers have proposed that when compared to empathy,
perspective taking is more beneficial because the focus of attention is on both actor and
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target; the focus of attention is only on the target in the case of empathic concern (Galinsky et
al., 2011). This dual focus of attention allows actors to hold both (actor and target) interests
in consideration when interacting with other team members. Conversely, the singular focus of
attention in the case of empathetic concern amplifies the interest of the target and this can
mean that team members might not have the opportunity to fulfil their own interests. For
example, a common workplace scenario such as assisting a team mate with work tasks can
mean fewer resources to complete one’s own task, which might lead to negative
consequences (Bolino & Grant, 2016). Therefore, this example highlights the importance of
having the capacity to balance a wide variety of perspectives and interests in order to
maximize and reach an outcome that is advantageous to all involved (Longmire & Harrison,
2018), such as the development of an engagement focused diversity climate.
In a diverse team, this is particularly important because different ethnic, racial, or
other social groups subjectively generate and consume knowledge in terms of their own
‘thought-worlds’ (Dougherty, 1992) or ‘unique interpretive conventions’ (Brown & Duguid,
1991). Adopting another’s ‘thought world’ is difficult because meaning systems are often
tacit and taken for granted, and people often assume that the perspectives of the rest of the
world are more similar to their own than they actually are (Mohrman et al. 2001). In the most
extreme, one social group may assume its knowledge is superior to that of another (Howes,
1980). Mutual perspective taking is required if the knowledge of others in the team is to be
considered alongside one’s own, and in order to alter one’s own frameworks to incorporate
this new knowledge. Doing so can have important benefits for team climate. From a series of
three experiments, Galinsky & Moskowitz (2000) found that mutual perspective taking led to
a decrease in in-group bias and stereotyping behavior. Also utilizing an experimental design,
Shih and colleagues (2009) found that when individuals engaged in mutual perspective-
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taking, it reduced prejudice and discrimination, and increased liking and helping behaviors
towards members of an outgroup.
Inclusive leaders play an important role in encouraging mutual perspective taking in
teams. By recognizing and encouraging both uniqueness and belonging, team members are
more likely to freely express their ideas and share their world views and thoughts with other
team members, enabling members to take on each other’s perspective. Yet at the same time
each member is encouraged to also embrace their own original ideas. This dual attention
mechanism is a powerful process to engage the differences that exist in the team. As this
process is repeated over time in the team, it is likely to become normative and expected, such
that an engagement-focused diversity climate develops. On the contrary, if team members do
not engage in mutual perspective-taking, an inclusive leader cannot create a climate on their
own, and members are likely to be focused only on their own views.
Summarizing these arguments, I hypothesize that:
H1: Inclusive leadership behavior is positively related to development of an
engagement-focused diversity climate in a team.
H2: The relationship between inclusive leadership behavior and engagement-focused
team diversity climate is mediated by mutual-perspective taking in the team.
Methods
Participants
The participants in this study were advanced post-graduate students completing a long
term team project in a course on Project Management. Work experience among these students
was substantial, on average representing 12.4 years of experience across 11 industries. The
team deliverable was a realistic simulation of an actual consulting project, involving project
estimation, scheduling management and managing risks. The project unfolded over five
weeks, and students’ grade in the unit was based on their teams’ performance on the
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deliverable. Post-assessment interviews with students indicated that they experienced the
project as a realistic example of consulting teamwork, and that they had felt accountability
for the work of the team. Teams were formed by the instructor, and had a formally appointed
team leader. A total of 229 of the students were invited to participate and 104 responded, for
a response rate of 45.4%. Out of these 104 students who responded, 8 of the students had
incomplete data and were dropped. This resulted in a final sample of 33 student teams
consisting of 96 students. These 96 participants had a mean age of 25.39 (SD = 6.86) and 43
were female (44.8%). The students represented 12 different countries, including Bahrain,
China, Egypt, Fiji, France, Germany, India, Indonesia, and Mauritius. Comparison of
respondents to non-respondents revealed no key differences on demographic characteristics;
reasons reported for non-response included academic and job related work load or absence
due to illness.
Procedure
After participants had been allocated into their teams, the researcher visited discussion
sections of the class to introduce the study to the participants. Students were told that this was
an online survey to study team dynamics and all responses pertained to their interactions
carried out in their project teamwork. Participation was voluntary and confidential and
participants who completed the survey were incentivized with a chance to win 1 of 3
shopping gift cards that were worth $20. The online survey was administered via their student
email and consent for participation was sought on the information page before the participant
commenced the survey.
Measures
All measures were completed with a five-point Likert scale ranging from 1=Strongly
Disagree to 5=Strongly Agree. After confirming adequate internal consistency among items,
scale scores were computed based on the mean of the items in the scale.
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Inclusive Leadership
Survey items for the measurement of inclusive leadership were developed and
adapted from Ferdman and Deane (2014) for this study. The inclusive leadership measure
comprised of a 10-item measure that assessed leader behaviors related to helping team
members feel both uniqueness and belongingness. Two sample items are: “The leader of my
work group ensures that the group is aware of each members’ unique contributions” and “The
leader of my work group encourages members to feel a part of the group.” The Cronbach
alpha for this measure was .93. Items were developed and adapted from Ferdman and Deane
(2014) because measures from Nembhard and Edmondson (1999), and Carmeli et al. (2010)
did not capture the essence of inclusive leadership – uniqueness and belongingness. Instead,
items from these two measures contained items that were related to psychological safety and
transformational leadership behaviors.
Mutual Perspective Taking
Survey items for the measurement of mutual perspective taking were adapted from
Hoever et al. (2012), including 7-items with two sample items being: “During group
discussions, it was clear that it was important to take the perspectives of other members of
my team” and “Before providing feedback, team members try to imagine what they would
think if they were in the recipient’s position.” The Cronbach alpha for this measure was .71.
Engagement-focused Diversity Climate
Four survey items for the measurement of diversity climate were developed for this
study based on the qualitative work by Hajro et al. (2017). Sample items include “My team
climate encouraged members to learn from each other’s differences” and “My team climate
encouraged unique ideas to be integrated into work practices.” The Cronbach alpha for this
measure was .85.
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Discriminant Validity
A confirmatory factor analysis including all items from all scales indicated a three
factor model was the best fit for the data χ2 (184) = 232.31, p < .01, CFI = 0.952, RMSEA
= .053, with a 90% CI of [.028, .072], and superior to a one-factor model, χ2diff (3) = 130.7,
p < .001.
Controls
Controls for country and gender were included in the models. Prior research indicates that
even a single dimension of diversity such as nationality can impact team performance, such
that teams with members from two different countries performed worse than teams that had
members from the same country and teams that consisted of members from more than two
different countries (e.g., Earley & Mosakowski, 2000). In the university context, two primary
sources of diversity are international student status and gender. Given the average team size
of 3, we followed Early and Mosakowski (2000) and created two variables, with a simple “0”
for same or “1” for different, based on whether team members shared the same nationality,
and whether they shared the same gender.
Other Diversity Climates for Comparison
To compare the influence of inclusive leadership on different types of diversity
climate and test the rigor of the mediation model, data to measure two other types of diversity
climate, identified and defined by Hajro et al. (2017), were also collected.
The first comparison diversity climate was the policy-focused diversity climate. This
team climate is characterized by a non-negotiable hard line approach and all team members
are required to assimilate to the primary team culture (Hajro et al., 2017). Cultural differences
were discouraged and conformity to dominant team norms was expected. This was a 3-item
measure that was developed for this study based on the qualitative work by Hajro et al.
(2017). Sample items include “My team climate encourages policies and norms that require
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all employees to assimilate to the dominant culture” and “My team climate influences team
members from minority groups to decrease the significance of their culture of origin to
conform to the dominant culture.” The Cronbach alpha for this measure was .73.
The other diversity climate was the awareness-focused diversity climate, which
encouraged diverse viewpoints and cross-cultural exchanges from the team. In this team
climate, diversity is recognized within the group but it is not integrated into work practices.
Individuals have the autonomy to choose how they interact and work with each other.
Members from the minority group were encouraged to retain their sense of culture and
identity, which led to a low motivation to learn from others. On the other hand, the majority
group developed a strong learning culture and were respectful of minority cultures. This was
a 3-item measure that was developed for this study based on the qualitative work by Hajro et
al. (2017). Sample items include “My team climate encourages team members from minority
groups to retain their sense of culture” and “My team climate influences team members from
the majority group to learn more about other cultures.” The Cronbach alpha for this measure
was .80.
Alternative Mediators
Researchers have found that engaging in psychologically safe communication, where
team members feel supported and not feel threatened when sharing thoughts and ideas, can
lead to more effective knowledge sharing (Edmondson, 2003; Gibson & Gibbs, 2006). This
communication style is important because it creates a safe and open environment which can
allow teams to learn from failures and maintain high quality relationships in work
organizations (Carmeli & Gittell, 2009). As found in the previous study, mindfulness might
serve as an intervening mechanism to buffer the impact of negative workplace situations.
Therefore psychological safety and mindfulness could be alternative mediators that explain
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the positive association between inclusive leadership behaviors and engagement-focused
diversity climate in a team.
Survey items for the measurement of psychological safety have been adapted from
Edmonson (2003). It is a 6-item measure and two of the items are “My team believes that
differences in culture and perspective can lead to different insights” and “To work
successfully in the team, members need to assimilate to the dominant culture.” The Cronbach
alpha for this measure was .67. The scale used ‘team’ as the referent for all items.
A 10-item measure validated by Höfling, Moosbrugger, Schermelleh-Engel, and
Heidenreich (2011) was utilized to measure mindfulness. Two sample items are: “We find
ourselves doing things without paying attention” and “We find it easy to stay focused on
what’s happening in the present”. The Cronbach alpha for this measure was .83.
Results
Means, standard deviations and inter-correlations among all of the variables in the
study are depicted in Table 1. Inspection of the bivariate relationships suggests initial support
for the hypothesized effects. Specifically, the relationship between inclusive leadership and
engagement focused diversity climate is positive and significant (r = 0.638 p < 0.01),
supporting Hypothesis 1. It is also noted that the relationship between mutual perspective
taking and engagement focused diversity climate was also positive and significant (r = 0.555,
p < 0.01). A one-way between groups ANOVA analysis was used to compare the effects of
control variables, gender and nationality, on the model and results indicated that neither of
the control variables accounted for a significant portion of the variance on any of the
variables in the model. Given this, and due to the small sample size, we removed these
variables from the tests of mediation.
*****************************
INSERT TABLE 3 ABOUT HERE
*****************************
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To analyze the hypothesized mediation effect that the positive relationship between
inclusive leadership and engagement-focused diversity climate is mediated by mutual
perspective taking, Mplus version 8 was used to fit the model. Given that a nested dataset was
used (members within teams), we assessed if a multilevel analysis was necessary by
examining the amount of variance in our predictor variable (engagement-focused diversity
climate) at the team level and found that it was not significant. As a result, TYPE =
COMPLEX with CLUSTER was used to conduct an individual-level regression analysis
controlling for the nested structure of the data. Engagement-focused diversity climate was
grand mean centered. The robust maximum likelihood estimator (MLR) was used (Muthén &
Muthén, 2014; Yuan et al., 2005). The MLR estimator is robust to non-normality, nonindependence (i.e., nesting) of data and provides adjusted x2 and SEs. The MODEL
CONSTRAINT command was used to estimate the indirect effects of the model.
Results indicated that the indirect effect of engagement-focused diversity climate on
diversity conflict, through mutual perspective taking was 0.165, p = .005. The direct effect of
inclusive leadership on engagement-focused diversity climate was 0.518, p < .001. The
results are depicted in Figure 1.
Current consensus on mediation analysis (Hayes & Rockwood, 2017; Rucker et al.,
2011; Zhao et al., 2010) suggests that mediation is supported by the magnitude and
significance of the indirect effect (i.e. if there are theoretical reasons to predict the presence
of an indirect effect, researchers should explore these effects regardless of the signiﬁcance of
the total or direct effect). The indirect effect is in the direction predicted and statistically
significant, supporting Hypothesis 2.
******************************
INSERT FIGURE 3 ABOUT HERE
******************************
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Robustness Test
When policy-focused diversity climate and awareness-focused diversity climate
replaced engagement-focused diversity climate as the outcome variable in separate analyses,
the results of the mediation tests were non-significant. Similarly, when alterative mediators
(including psychological safety and mindfulness) were used in the analyses, the results were
non-significant. These comparisons help to add rigor to the current model by showing that
inclusive leadership behaviors are not associated with policy-focused or awareness-focused
diversity climates. In regards to the non-significant results for the alternative mediators, this
suggests that creating an engagement-focused diversity climate requires team members to go
beyond being mindful and feeling psychologically safe. Creating this climate requires
individuals to take into consideration the viewpoints of one another.
Discussion
Although organizational research on leadership is well developed and studies on
diversity in the workplace have grown exponentially, research exploring the impact of
leadership in managing workplace diversity is still nascent (Chrobot-Mason & Leslie, 2012;
Hutterman & Boerner, 2011; Jackson & Joshi, 2011). This study extends diversity research
by establishing a positive association between inclusive leadership and an engagementfocused diversity climate, and by identifying a specific process – mutual perspective taking –
which promotes this development. In doing so, we make three key contributions to theory:
(1) we extend current theorizing about team climates to better understand antecedents to the
formation of diversity climates, (2) we extend research on Optimal Distinctiveness Theory by
revealing an important set of leadership behaviors which adheres to its principals, and (3) we
extend theorizing regarding mutual perspective taking by identifying the role of leaders in
encouraging such cognitive processes in diverse teams. We elaborate on these below,
followed by managerial implications, limitations of our study, and future research.
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Theoretical Implications
Team Climates
Prior studies have explored the role of leadership as an antecedent to different types of
climate at different levels. For example, transformational leadership has been shown to be
positively related to innovation climate (Jung et al., 2003), safety climate (Zohar & Luria,
2004), and transactional leadership has been related to procedural justice climate (Walumbwa
et al., 2008). There has also been studies showing a positive association between
transformational leadership and diversity climates but these studies investigated diversity
climate at the organizational level (Li et al., 2019; McCallaghan et al., 2019). However, to the
best of our knowledge, there is a lack of research investigating how engagement-focused
diversity climates are formed at the team level.
Outcomes from this study refines our current understanding of how leadership
behaviors influence the formation of diversity climates. In this study, the mediating effect of
mutual perspective taking behaviors within the team paints a fuller picture of how an engaged
diversity team climate is fostered. It suggests that inclusive leadership behaviors alone do not
necessarily lead to the formation of an engagement-focused diversity climate. While an
inclusive leader can recognize individuals for their unique capabilities, promote
belongingness, ensure fairness and justice to create an inclusive team environment, the
outcome of an engagement-focused diversity climate will not surface if team members do not
respond to these leadership behaviors and co-create their team climate. Hence the current
study reveals the importance of team processes in the formation of diversity climates and that
leadership alone is not enough to develop such climates. When team members engage in
mutual perspective taking behaviors, this brings different perspectives together in a manner
that retains both perspectives, the person taking action (e.g. taking on a new perspective) and
the other individual receiving the benefit (e.g. having their perspective adopted). The ability
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to focus attention on both sets of perspective can allow team members the opportunity to
integrate different perspectives when contemplating solutions, which is one of the benefits
prior research has demonstrated flows from an engagement-focused diversity climate (e.g.,
Hajro et al. 2017).
Optimal Distinctiveness Theory
From a theory-building perspective, this study explains the role that leaders have in
helping to create a sense of ‘optimal distinctiveness’ among team members. While prior
research has established the importance of such an experience in individuals, and how it
contributes to teams more generally (Shore et al., 2011), this work has not examined the
nuances of how optimal distinctiveness is encouraged at work. This prior research points to
the inclusive leadership as one means (Randel et al., 2018). By simultaneously valuing the
uniqueness of each team member while at the same time promoting a sense of belongingness
amongst team members, such leaders help to instill a feeling of optimal distinctiveness
among members.
But how does this translate in team behaviors? This study has highlighted that certain
team processes are a necessary part of the equation if a collective sense of engagement with
diversity is to arise. For example, in an event when there are critical decisions that might
affect the work group, an inclusive leader can encourage and assist individual team members
in articulating and presenting their thoughts to the rest of the work group for consideration,
facilitating a shared decision making experience, that reflects the diverse concerns that likely
exist. Current events such as the black lives matter movement or the coronavirus pandemic
affect members in very different ways, and the inclusive leader can recognize this, allow for
opportunities to voice concerns, while also encouraging collective and shared accountability
and support.
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In sum, an inclusive leader accepts individual group members for their uniqueness in
terms of background, competencies and perspectives, and allow and encourage each team
member contribute to the team by leveraging on their uniqueness. This approach taken by the
inclusive leader, incorporating and extending Optimal Distinctiveness Theory, differs
significantly from transformational leadership, which is mainly focused on motivating and
nurturing followers based on the organization’s needs (Randel et al., 2018).
Mutual Perspective Taking
Perspective taking has not received much attention in the diversity literature, although
it is a process that can clearly help members suspend their assumptions about particular
demographic groups, which may be the root of exclusionary discriminatory behavior (e.g.,
‘he or she can’t possible contribute’), or lack of recognition of differences (e.g., ‘we all think
alike’).
Further, although dyadic perspective taking has received some attention in the
management literature (Galinsky et al., 2008, Park & Raile, 2010; Parker et al., 2008), we
know less about mutual perspective taking amongst an entire team. As the creation of team
climate is a collective process (Stewart & Carter, 2018), and team climates are more
impactful when the climate is strong and consistently shared (Xu et al., 2019), it stands to
reason that when perspective taking occurs across all members of the team, rather than just
one or two, this will result in a stronger team diversity climate. This research has
demonstrated a link between this collective process and development of a team climate in
which it is normative to engage with diversity to the benefit of the team.
We also provide evidence that leadership behavior can encourage such mutual
perspective taking, which prior research has not yet addressed. It is the combination of
feeling that ‘I belong’ and that ‘my unique views are valued’ which are encouraged by the
inclusive leader that opens members up to undertake mutual perspective taking. Without the
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inclusive leadership, it is less likely members will feel safe enough to take on others’
perspectives, for fear of their own view being lost, or that they will be ostracized if they take
on a risky perspective held by others.
Managerial Implications
Outcomes from this research supports the notion that inclusive leadership behaviors
can help foster an engaged diversity climate and this is aided by mutual perspective taking
behaviors within the team. Leaders can be trained to identify and invite unique contributions
from team members that correspond with their demographic differences. Ensuring that ways
in which these views contribute to the team tasks is important in order to avoid the sense of
‘diversity for diversity sake.’ Leaders can also be trained in the creation of belonging.
Simple techniques such as regularly referring to the shared objects, a sense of ‘we are all in
this together’ and common fate are a good way to start. Further, when leaders themselves
engage in perspective taking (considering and adopting another person’s point of view for the
purpose of understanding that person’s preferences, values and needs; Parker & Axtell,
2001), this modelling encourages members in the team to follow suit and learn vicariously
how to create an engagement focused diversity climate (Sumpter et al., 2017).
Limitations and Future Research
A potential limitation of this study is the use of a student sample. Yet, the participants
had on average 12 years of substantial work experience, and the project they worked on was a
realistic consulting project. We encourage future research to test these ideas in on-going
organizational teams. In addition, although our teams had continuous interaction for six
weeks, the data used in our analysis was from a single time point. Future team-based research
in the context of diversity and inclusion should incorporate a more elaborate research design
over multiple time points to test whether inclusive leadership can sustain the benefits of
diversity. Experience sampling of employees’ daily encounters would also be a welcome
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extension of our research in order to better understand these phenomena (Ohly et al., 2010).
Future research should endeavor to utilize larger samples at the team level so that multilevel
modelling or experience sampling can be conducted.
As research in the area of inclusive leadership is in its nascent stages, conducting field
experiments (or using a quasi-experimental approach due to field study limitations) to
compare inclusive leadership to non-inclusive leadership behaviors would reveal the cause
and effect in the relationship between inclusive leadership behaviors and team-level diversity
climates. Findings from field experiments can be translated to practical advice for
practitioners (Eden, 2017). An example of a field experiment design is to compare the
outcomes of an inclusive leadership training intervention compared to non-inclusive
leadership behaviors, which can be measured by subordinates’ perceptions of their leaders.
The field is populated with studies focused on main effects of diversity on outcomes
(Jackson & Joshi, 2011; Pelled et al., 1999). The key to resolving the mixed results within the
field of diversity-performance research (Webber & Donahue, 2001; Williams & O’Reilly
1998; see Jackson et al., 2003 for a review) is to include greater depth and complexity.
Therefore, to allow for a deeper understanding of the diversity-performance relationship,
research incorporating additional mediators and moderators will unfold a more complex
picture which may explain the nuances that may have led to discombobulating outcomes.
Researchers might further explore other process mediators to reveal how diversity climates
are formed. For example, team members’ openness to communication and conflict could be a
potential process mediator (Stewart & Barrick, 2000) to explain the relationship because team
members need to be open to communication to be able to interact with one another before
engaging in mutual perspective taking with each other. Equally important is an individual’s
receptiveness to conflict because if team members continuously avoid conflicts, discussions
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and collaborations can become one sided and stifle engagement from taking place within the
team.
Another potential process mediator that might help explain the relationship between
inclusive leadership behaviors and the formation of an engagement-focused diversity climate
is the team members’ level of proactive personality. Researchers have postulated that an
individual’s personality can influence their sense-making process and as a result affect their
perception of the team in regards to norms and behaviors that are expected in the team
(Schneider et al., 2011). Proactive individuals engage in future-focused actions, seeking
resources and feedback to achieve their goals (Bakker et al., 2012). The sourcing of resources
can include the solicitation of ideas and opinions from fellow team members and this process
can lead to a creation of a team climate that welcomes diversity in ideas and perspectives. In
the backdrop, inclusive leadership behaviors foster safety in the team to allow group
members to be more confident and proactive to voicing their ideas and at the same time
soliciting perspectives different to their own. On the contrary, non-inclusive leadership
behaviors can stifle and prevent proactive team members from acting on their positive traits,
which can lead to a stagnant and monotonous point of view.
Finally, while there are many benefits when team members engage in mutual
perspective taking behaviors within the work team, detrimental forms of mutual perspective
taking can surface and this can lead to a formation of suboptimal diversity climate or team
conflict. A negative form of perspective taking behavior occurs when an individual is focused
on another person’s evaluation of them (Vorauer, 2013). When an individual is alerted to a
potential evaluation by another person, the attention to this potential evaluation might be
translated to a catastrophizing situation, which in turn causes the individual to be reactive in a
negative manner (Baumeister et al., 2001). This negative potential chain of events highlight
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the importance of a psychologically safe environment, which is part of the repertoire of
positive outcomes that inclusive leaders can create.
Epley et al. (2006) found that the negative form of perspective taking occurs in
competitive contexts because individuals perceive intentions and behaviors from others as
self-motivated and as a result this is mirrored and individuals behave in a more selfish
manner. This signal the value of leadership in the team, especially when a leader is sensitive
and aware of the team climate to address unhelpful levels of competitiveness in the team. As
an extension to the current research model, future research can explore how the negative
effects of mutual perspective can impact the team dynamics and as a result influence the
formation of a diversity climate that might be suboptimal, and whether if other mediators,
such as mindfulness or compassion, can create a positive outcome. Additionally, researchers
can also focus on how leadership behaviors can influence and navigate team members away
the negative aspects of mutual perspective taking to minimize the creation of a negative
diversity team climate.
Future research should examine the amount of perspective-taking that takes place
amongst group members, perhaps there might be an optimal or minimal threshold that would
affect the operational efficiency of a team. According to the definition by Mohrman et al.
(2001), mutual perspective-taking occurs in a group when all members take on the
perspective of each other. However, this could be difficult to achieve in a large team because
of time constraints. Therefore, it would mean that there is a high possibility where certain
individuals might be left out of the opportunity to participate in perspective-taking. Does this
mean it will lead to faultlines being generated from social categorization (e.g. dominant key
team members compared to quieter team members)? Or would an abbreviated mutual
perspective-taking process? Future research could use social network methodology to draw
insights into this social phenomenon. Social network methodology is a methodology that
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allows researchers to gain insights by exploring the structure on how different variables (e.g.
individuals, groups and organizations) interplay with one another, which can help explain the
differences in beliefs, behaviors and outcomes (Hatala, 2006; Park et al., 2020). Researchers
can examine mutual perspective-taking as a within-team-level network mediator variable to
learn how the network structures in the group can explain the relationship between inclusive
leadership and engagement-focused diversity climate (Park et al., 2020). This can be done by
carrying out a complete network analysis, which is an attempt to collect data between team
members, the team leaders, and personnel such as recipients of the team’s services can rate
the team’s performance (see Hatala (2006) for step-by-step information).
Conclusion
The topic of diversity in the workplace has gained considerable attention in academia
and industry in recent years. While the impact of diversity interventions such as fostering a
more inclusive workplace may not be immediate, leadership behaviors and techniques such
as mutual perspective taking can create an enduring climate and which improves and sustains
effective utilization of diversity in teams.
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Table 3
Correlations and Cronbach alpha for inclusive leadership, mutual perspective taking, and
engagement-focused diversity climate variables
Mean

SD

1. Inclusive leadership

4.09

0.60

2. Mutual perspective taking

3.71

0.57

.475**

α=
.709

4.17

0.64

.638**

.555**

0.59

0.49

-0.13

0.86

0.34

-0.06

3. Engagement-focused
diversity climate
4. Gender (Control Variable)
5. Nationality (Control
Variable)

1.
α=
.933

Cronbach alpha values are presented on the diagonal.
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

2.

3.

4.

5.

-0.22*

α=
.850
-0.17

1

-0.14

0.01

0.05

0.17

1
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Figure 3
Model of Inclusive Leadership as a Predictor of Engagement-focused Diversity Climate
Diversity Conflict, Mediated by Mutual Perspective Taking

Mutual Perspective
Taking
b = 0.448, p < .001

b = 0.369, p < .001

Engagement-focused

Inclusive Leadership

Diversity Climate
Direct Effect: b = 0.518, p < .001
Indirect Effect: b = 0.165, p = .005
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Chapter 5: General Discussion
The aim of this thesis was to understand how diversity beliefs develop and operate,
and how this insight can serve as a foundation for managing diversity in the workplace. In
particular, I explored how diversity beliefs foster inclusive leadership behaviors and whether
these behaviors lead to the creation of a team diversity climate that engages positively with
differences that exists within a team. In addition, the first study also found that being mindful
had a positive impact on the development of inclusive leadership behaviors and it reduces
contradictions between an individual’s espoused values and behaviors. This thesis also
examined another cognitive process, mutual perspective taking, as a potential mediator in the
relationship between inclusive leadership behaviors and an engagement-focused team
diversity climate. Overall, this thesis uncovered the factors that lead to the formation of
diversity beliefs and clarified how a particular set of leadership behaviors can create a
positive team diversity climate.
Summary of Findings
In the first study, a qualitative approach using one-to-one interviews was utilized to
uncover how diversity beliefs form and operate. As discussed in Chapter 2, an individual’s
personal and prior work experiences with diversity played an important role in the
development of their diversity beliefs, and when these two domains were integrated and the
individuals were mindful, a positive diversity belief was maintained even when faced with
negative workplace situations. This study also revealed that contradictions in behavior
occurred when individuals acted on a good intention, but did so without mindfulness,
resulting in an unpleasant experience for others. Findings from the qualitative study informed
the quantitative phase of the research and these outcomes are also an important contribution
to the diversity management literature as they highlight the link between positive diversity
beliefs and inclusive leadership. Knowing how diversity beliefs form and operate, and the
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processes involved in these relationships can allow leaders to better manage diversity in their
teams.
In the second study, a quantitative approach using online surveys to collect data from
project teams was used to investigate the relationship between team members’ perception of
inclusive leadership behaviors and engagement-focused team diversity climate. Results
indicated that mutual perspective taking was a process mediator that explained the positive
relationship between team members’ perceptions of inclusive leadership behaviors and team
diversity climate. Thus, although inclusive leadership behaviors help to foster a positive team
diversity climate, they do so through their effect on mutual perspective taking within the
entire team. Findings from the quantitative study contribute to the diversity climate literature
by demonstrating the link between the collective process of mutual perspective taking and the
creation of a team diversity climate that enables incorporating diversity into the
accomplishment of objectives for workplace benefits.
Theoretical Contributions
Implications for Role of Leaders
Across the two studies, this thesis explored the role of leadership in the context of
how diversity beliefs and team diversity climates are formed. In particular, I centered on
leader inclusiveness instead of other leadership styles (e.g. transformational leadership),
given inclusive leadership incorporates the simultaneous balancing of belonging to a
collective and also valuing the uniqueness of individuals for the benefit of work outcomes,
Randel et al., 2018).
Prior work on inclusive leadership has focused on antecedents such as humility and
cognitive complexity (Randel et al., 2018). Here, the qualitative study extended the current
theoretical conceptualization of inclusive leadership by highlighting additional antecedents
and adding to our understanding of how these function. For example, findings show how
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diversity beliefs play an important role in shaping the self-concept of leaders, and in turn,
these self-concepts trigger the behaviors that define inclusive leadership. Diversity beliefs are
beliefs held by individuals on whether diversity can positively or negatively impact their
work. They help to shape the self-concept, because they form a part of the leader’s sense of
who they are and how they will behave in the workplace. In doing so, they trigger inclusive
leadership behaviors such as being open and appreciating team members’ uniqueness. For
example, when an inclusive leader is managing a newly formed cross-functional team, the
leader’s pro-diversity beliefs encourages the leader to view herself as someone who is open to
diverse ideas, and this encourages an approach that is fair and open, proactively seeking and
recognizing different viewpoints from each team member, which in turn create a diversity
climate that values uniqueness.
Revealing that diversity beliefs serve as antecedents to inclusive leadership has many
implications for the role of leaders managing diverse teams. As discussed in Chapter 2, there
is scant research on how leadership impacts diverse teams, and from the little research that is
available, transformational leadership is the dominant leadership style that has been explored
in the context of diverse teams. However, research in this area has been met with mixed
results (Guillaume et al., 2017), and Huttermann and Boerner (2011) offered a possible
explanation that these inconsistent results could be due to dependency that might be created
between the leader and the followers.
Findings from the qualitative study here suggests that holding positive diversity
beliefs contribute to inclusive leadership behaviors and this is important because when
tasked with leading a diverse team, a leader who holds positive diversity beliefs will
appreciate the diversity that exists within the team. This leader will more likely tap into the
potential of the diversity for the benefit of the team, rather than creating the dependencies
suggested by Huttermann and Boerner (2011). This suggests that inclusive leadership
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behaviors are more suited to managing diverse teams and diversity beliefs are especially
relevant for teams when diversity is potentially useful to what the team is attempting to
accomplish (e.g. cross-functional teams or R&D teams; Homan et al., 2010).
Findings from the qualitative study also pointed to the importance of integrating
diversity-related experiences from the work domain with those from the personal domain.
These promising findings extend the framework of inclusive leadership by showing how
inclusive leadership behaviors can be developed. This knowledge can serve as a springboard
to explore content of leadership training that taps into a leader’s experiences with diversity in
both their personal and professional domains; enabling reflection and integration of these
experiences may be beneficial to the management of a diverse team.
Prior research on inclusive leadership indicated outcomes such as increased
identification with the team (Ashforth & Mael, 1989), reduced turnover (Nishii & Mayer,
2009), higher creativity (Yu & Frenkel, 2013), and increased job performance (Zhou et al.,
2012). In the quantitative study here, I show the association between inclusive leadership
behaviors and an engagement–focused team diversity climate. This provides another
rationale for developing inclusive leadership, given prior research implicates such a diversity
climate is essential for team effectiveness (Hajro et al. 2017). This extends prior leadership
research which examined other types of climates (e.g., safety climate), by showing a
connection between specific leadership behaviors and diversity climate, indicating that
inclusive leadership is a point of leverage for creating such a climate. Further, clarifying the
process mediator suggested that inclusive leadership behaviors alone are not sufficient in the
creation of a positive team diversity climate. The collective phenomenon of mutual
perspective taking when practiced by everyone on the team is a critical step, and this was
facilitated by inclusive leadership.
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Implications for Diversity Beliefs
Research into diversity beliefs is valuable to the functioning of diverse teams because
diversity beliefs are a broad subjective construct. The subjective nature of this perception on
diversity means that an individual’s focus can be whatever the differences are that are most
salient in the team (Hentschel et al., 2013). This is in contrast to a focus on specific types of
objective diversity, which has been the approach in most diversity studies (e.g., Chatman &
Spataro, 2005; Guillaume et al., 2017; Richard, 2000; Riordan & Shore, 1997; Williams &
O’Reilly, 1996). Researchers have typically anchored respondents on specific attributes such
as gender or race, or informational and experiential differences between team members, even
though these may not be the most salient across all members.
Outcomes from my qualitative study answered the call by Hentschel et al. (2013) to
uncover the antecedents of diversity beliefs; I found that prior personal and work diversityrelated experiences influence the formation of diversity beliefs. Interviewees explained that
their individual prior experiences influenced whether they viewed diversity (broadly defined)
as positive or negative. Further, findings indicated that diversity beliefs from an individual’s
personal domain have an influence at the workplace and vice versa. I would like to clarify
that raising the importance of personal diversity beliefs in an organizational context is not
about the policing of an individual’s personal affairs nor about the right to cast a morale
judgement on individuals. Workplaces do not have jurisdiction on an employee’s behavior
and actions in the personal domain and it should rightly remain so. While there might be a
clear legal boundary between work and personal life, we should also be aware of how
personal beliefs and experiences of individuals can be a source of influence for workplace
decisions. Advancement in technology, requirements to stay connected with the workplace,
significant change of work routines brought about by the global pandemic, global rights
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movements and the staple of 24 hour news cycle are just some of the factors that can
influence beliefs about diversity in the workplace.
A number of interviewees mentioned that they shifted from negative to positive
diversity beliefs as they experienced positive diversity climates within their team. This helps
to clarify and validate prior research on diversity beliefs where Homan et al. (2010) found
that the more group members valued diversity, the less likely they were to form subgroups in
the team. In turn, subgroups were more likely to result in negative outcomes of diversity.
Taken together the findings here, and that of Homan et al. suggest a possible reciprocal
relationship over time between experiences of diversity, diversity beliefs, and team climate.
In another study, Hentschel et al. (2013) found that a negative general perception of
diversity, resulted in less team identification, which led to relational conflicts within the team.
Contrasting this with findings from my qualitative study, a number of interviewees who
described working in a team that did not make good use of diversity, continued holding on to
positive diversity beliefs despite experiencing relational conflicts within the team. This
suggests that a positive diversity belief is essential for team functioning and can overcome
even instances of negative diversity-related experiences.
Prior research has shown that diversity beliefs are relatively stable and trait-like
(Homan et al., 2010) but that with concerted effort, they are also malleable (Homan et al.,
2007). This may be true only up to a certain degree, for example a person who has a strong
stereotype may not be open to changing their diversity beliefs. Findings from my qualitative
study extend prior research by showing that mindfulness is key to holding onto positive
diversity beliefs. This suggests mindfulness provides a means of being resilient in the face of
negativity. At first glance, these mixed findings may seem to be at odds with one another. But
it has been difficult to draw consistent results from diversity research because much of the
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research only focused on the main effects. Bringing mindfulness into the picture offers a
means of untangling the relationships.
In summary, my qualitative study contributes to the research on diversity beliefs by
exploring the foundations of diversity beliefs. Learning how diversity beliefs are formed and
how they can be influenced helps us to better understand the construct, but also informs the
management of diverse teams.
Implications for Mindfulness
Mindfulness is the allocation of attention in a non-judgmental manner to the present
moment and can focus on an event or experience (Brown & Ryan, 2003). The concept of
mindfulness has gained popularity in organizational research in the recent decade. Empirical
evidence from mindfulness research point to the positive effect it has on employees’
individual wellbeing (Hülsheger et al., 2014), work climate (Schultz et al., 2015), benefits to
team (Yu & Zellmer-Bruhn, 2018) and organizational performance (Fraher et al., 2017).
The unexpected finding in the qualitative study of the positive role of mindfulness in
the context of supporting an individual to be resilient to negative non-inclusionary workplace
environments helps to extend our current understanding of the potential role that mindfulness
can play when managing diverse teams. Although I did not set out to examine mindfulness,
finding that it can have a positive role in diverse teams is consistent with previous research by
Schultz and colleagues (2015), who found that individuals who were practiced mindfulness
were less likely to experience negative emotions when faced with unsupportive supervisors.
Similar to Schultz et al. (2015), the role of mindfulness in the qualitative study acted as a
source of resilience for the individual to tap on their positive diversity beliefs to maintain
positivity in the face of relational conflict in the team. For example, in the face of a negative
emotional stimuli caused by a relational conflict in the team, an individual could react to the
emotional stimuli with a behavioral response such as verbalizing a reply or taking action by
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using body language or gesturing. Usually when faced with stressful situations such as a
relational conflict, individual who feel threatened tend to show negative affect (Arch &
Craske, 2010). However, when individuals are mindful in the face of a relational conflict, the
practice of mindfulness creates a mental ‘pause’ to allow the person to be aware of the
present moment. This pause provides the individual time to disengage from the default
automatic reaction, and potentially allow a better range of choices to present themselves
(Good et al., 2016). Therefore, even though the individual might be in a heated conflict
mindfulness can promote more neutral interpretations of the situation where experiences are
viewed without constant referencing to the individual.
This finding highlights that mindfulness can be considered as another personal
resource to maintain professionalism and prevent self-efficacy from being eroded (Bakker &
Demerouti, 2007). The ability to manage workplace stressors even when the source of
frustration stems from the leader instead of a co-worker provides evidence that mindfulness
can help employees overcome their workplace challenges. This was illustrated by an
interviewee from the qualitative study who shared that her HR manager requested she use her
Chinese name despite her preference to use her English name due to her desire to fit in.
Instead of reacting in a judgmental manner, the interviewee took some time to reflect on the
situation and understood the perspective of the manager and continued to maintain her
positive diversity beliefs, even though her initial reaction was one of frustration.
Although mindfulness is considered an individual phenomenon, the practice of
mindfulness affects interpersonal communication and behavior, and the quality of workplace
relationships (Good et al., 2016). There was some sense in the interviews that mindfulness
could be share, and that there may be such a thing as team mindfulness. Emerging research
indicates this is viable, but currently is hindered by a very broad definition of what constitutes
mindfulness (Sutcliffe et al., 2016). Yu and Zellmer-Bruhn (2018) introduced the concept of
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team mindfulness, defined as a shared reaction amongst individuals in a team where
interactions are non-judgmental and they are distinguished by being present and aware to the
activities, experiences and processes in the team. Dierynck and colleagues (2017) studied
how individual and collective mindfulness were related to occupational safety in hospitals
and the role of cognition for improving it, but empirical evidence of this concept is still very
limited. The results of my qualitative study encourage additional attention on this potentially
important concept, particularly in diverse teams.
There may also be a dark side to mindfulness. Organizations may want to consider the
possibility that mindfulness training may result in employees becoming aware of
organizational goals that may no longer align with their personal goals, ultimately leading to
turnover (Connolly et al., 2015). For example, an employee working for a natural resources
mining company may gain a new-found appreciation for nature and decide to resign from
employment at the mining company due to the conflict between nature and mining. In one
study, Vogus and Sutcliffe (2012) found that individuals who are very mindful may not be
quick in their actions due to a possibility that they may be overly concerned with failure. This
suggests that while mindfulness is a useful and valuable concept, like positive diversity
beliefs, it is not a panacea to organizational issues. Focusing solely on one solution on its
own, such as the overzealous leader trying so hard demonstrate ‘inclusion’ that they actually
offend employees, can backfire. Effective management of diversity is complex. Similarly, the
cognitive processes involve are also intricate and nuanced. Future research must take into
account how different variables interact with one another while considering the context of
workplace design and task objectives.
Implications for Perspective Taking
As noted earlier, perspective taking is defined as an intentional and goal directed
process where an individual, in a non-judgmental manner, makes an effort to understand
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another person’s (e.g. another team member’s) ideas, thoughts, opinions, motives, and actions
(Parker et al., 2008). High levels of perspective taking have been linked to lower levels of
interpersonal aggression (Richardson et al., 1994) while low levels of perspective taking have
been linked to social insecurity, anxiety, and an inconsiderate arrogance (Davis, 1983). There
is growing recognition that in a team, mutual perspective taking is useful, whereby team
members can anticipate the needs and actions of their team members, which can lead to
adjustments of their actions without communicating explicitly with one another (Rico et al.,
2008).
Findings from the quantitative study found that mutual perspective taking helps to
clarify the relationship between inclusive leadership and the creation of engagement-focused
diversity climates. This extends the current research on the role of perspective taking in teams
by showing how leadership behaviors can facilitate this collective process. Leaders create the
conditions under which members feel comfortable exploring and taking others’ perspectives.
Mutual perspective taking is a relevant and beneficial process for the management of diverse
teams because of the dual focus of attention between both parties that are engaged in a
process of communication (self and other). The mutual perspective taking process promotes
the integration of different viewpoints from all parties during the perspective taking process,
and individuals are not merely adopting another person’s viewpoint or pushing through with
their own agenda.
Here, I focused on the role of perspective taking in developing engagement focused
diversity climate. Another avenue for future research would be to understand the role of
mutual perspective taking in enabling a shift from a policy-focused or awareness-focused
diversity climate to an engagement-focused diversity climate. I adapt the definitions of
different diversity climates from an organizational level to a team context by Hajro et al.
(2017), such that a policy-focused team diversity climate is concerned about diversity from a
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policy angle. All team members will be expected to assimilate to the team by adhering to the
team’s rules and regulations. The collective process of mutual perspective taking can
potentially help shift this team diversity climate from one that has a strict adherence to
stringent guidelines to engagement focused, by encouraging more openness and inclusion.
When the team leader facilitates the process of mutual perspective taking, it can create a
diversity climate where team members feel that they are listened to and over time, this can
encourage team members to talk about the limitations of some of the policies and be more
authentic in their interactions. Team leaders can pick up the feedback from team members
regarding how team or organizational policies might be out of date or did not factor in
considerations that are revealed by open sharing of perspectives. Leaders can gather team
members’ feedback and make recommendations to change the policy to be fair and inclusive.
Along these lines, Brickson (2000) highlighted the importance of perspective taking in
developing inclusion of minorities in the workplace.
For example, in an Australia university that was previously characterized by a policyfocused diversity climate, perspective taking resulted in a shift in how leaders and employees
viewed maternity leave. This was not just a cosmetic change in the naming of the leave
policy, the clauses within the policy were also modified after feedback from teams were
passed on in a proposal to the senior executive management. The original maternity leave
policy only stated that female employees could qualify for the leave entitlements. To include
recognition for adoption of children for same-sex couples in the workplace, teams who had
parents from a same-sex relationship voiced the limitations of the current policy, this resulted
in perspective taking, and a shift to greater engagement with diversity.
Shifting from an awareness-focused team diversity climate to greater engagement
with diversity might also be enabled by mutual perspective taking. In an awareness focused
climate, the emphasis is on uniqueness. Team members who are different from the majority
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of the team (i.e. differ in terms of bio-demography or ideas and thoughts) are encouraged to
retain their cultural identity. Yet Hajro et al. (2017) found that such a climate meant that
there was little learning from other team members, and low levels of integration of diversity
into the work outcomes produced by the team, which translated into missed opportunities for
innovation. Mutual perspective taking can help to foster a structure of cooperation amongst
members of the team so that minority members of the team can be encouraged to learn from
each other, and perspectives can be brought to bear on the work of the team.
For example, Price Waterhouse Coopers (PwC) is an established management
consulting firm which has corporate values that highlight their commitment to diversity and
inclusion in their day to day operations. However initially, there was simply an awareness of
the differences in expertise and backgrounds. In 2004, PwC set out on a journey to create a
more consistent global approach to diversity as a business strategy with the aim to improve
how the organization can engage with diversity (PwC, 2016). Amongst their achievements
over the 12-year journey, the firm had improved on gender representation on their global
leadership team from 11% to 44%. Employees were also explicitly encouraged to focus on
valuing differences, and taking others’ perspectives. They were not simply aware of
differences, but understood better how these differences could be applied to team objectives.
Perspective taking is also a crucial mechanism for boundary spanning in situations where
trust is low and threat had been perceived as high (Williams, 2007). It enables the building of
trust and encourages team members from the minority groups to retain their culture and ideas
whilst at the same time learning and engaging with other team members, which can lead to a
better integration of ideas and outcomes at the team level.
Practical Contributions
In a 2019 report by an independent not-for-profit peak body that leads diversity and
inclusion efforts in the workplace, Diversity Council of Australia (DCA) surveyed a
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nationally representative sample of 3,000 Australian workers, found that 45 percent of nonmanagerial respondents compared to 42 percent of managerial respondents strongly
supported diversity and inclusion action at the workplace. When responses for the same
question are compared between genders, DCA (2019) found that 49 percent of female
respondents compared to 38 percent of male respondents strongly supported diversity and
inclusion action in their organizations. Employees represented a higher percentage compared
to managers in their perception of whether their organizations were supportive of diversity
and inclusion initiatives. DCA (2019) findings suggest that employees have more positive
diversity beliefs than managers.
This is concerning, given my studies point to the importance of the role of leadership
in the creation of a positive team diversity climate. Bourke and Espedido (2020) found that
leaders’ behaviors and actions make a difference of up to 70% on how a team member feels if
they are being included in a team, and only one in three leaders were accurate about their
inclusive leadership capabilities. Organizations can benefit from leadership training that
focuses on inclusive leadership behaviors to build up this capability in the workplace.
Inclusive leadership is an approach taken by leaders who value diversity within the
team, and at the same time understand the need for both making individuals feel valued as
unique, while also belonging to a larger collective, to the benefit of the team in terms of
employee well-being and team performance. Based on the findings here, it is important to
note that practicing inclusive leadership may not be as simple as an all-out promotion of
uniqueness and belongingness within a team, because that can lead to unintended team
conflict. For example, if an inclusive leader is overly focused on highlighting the uniqueness
that exists within the team, sub-groups will most likely form over time if faultlines unravel as
supported by self-categorization theory (Schölmerich et al., 2016). When the focus tips over
to the fostering of belongingness, the danger of groupthink might occur in a team, with
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negative ramifications, especially for teams whose objectives are to innovate and problem
solve (Mok & Morris, 2010). Leaders that only emphasize belonging may develop teams with
less conflict; however, as explained by Optimal Distinctiveness Theory, over time members
may yearn for opportunities to stand out from other team members. The leader’s efforts may
potentially be derailed as members’ sense of self-worth becomes threatened, which can
promote behaviors that seek differentiation from the rest of the team (Brewer, 1991). Such a
scenario can be challenging and stressful for the leader, especially if they continue to foster
belongingness. Instead, inclusive leaders need to become skilled jugglers who can perform
the delicate balancing act of providing a safe space and encouraging all team members to
bring out their uniqueness in a way that can contribute to team performance, whilst at the
same time build team cohesion.
Most team leaders adopt leadership behaviors from past work experiences (Kim &
Toh, 2019), implying that even if a leader is unaware that their prior team experiences were
negative, they might unintentionally recreate the same negative team climate with their
current team. Providing opportunities for leaders to reflect on their own experiences with
diversity, as well as their diversity beliefs is a first step. This can be in the format of
workshops, retreats, or journaling. As shown in this thesis, adopting mindfulness helps.
Next, it is important for organizations to set an expectation of the leadership behaviors
that are ideal for inclusivity. The philosophy and concept of inclusive leadership needs to be
communicated to all new employees and new leaders. Concrete examples, in the form of
vignettes and case studies will help to ensure that the concept is understood in practice.
There are many benefits of having a common understanding of what is expected of the
leader's behavior (Gottfredson & Aguinis, 2017). New employees and new leaders will learn
about the organization’s emphasis on inclusive leadership behaviors and commitment
towards an inclusive culture. A uniform message is powerful -- new employees will be
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welcomed by an inclusive team climate instead of uncertainty. Leaders throughout the
organization will become aware of the behaviors that are expected.
There are two core principles overarching inclusive leadership behaviors (Randel,
2016; 2018). The first principle is the recognition of uniqueness from all individual team
members. This is achieved when leaders actively and continuously encourage contributions
from every team member, even if this includes ideas that are at odds with the team objectives.
To achieve this, the leader will need to pay attention to the diversity of thinking and facilitate
an environment that is safe and conducive for ideas to be shared (Singh et al., 2013). Over
time, even though this process is upheld and embedded in the team climate, the leader will
likely need to continue to create and maintain a safe environment because while the process
and principles behind the practice are the same, team objectives might be evolve, which can
lead to different topics of discussion. With that, new ideas raised or even the topics discussed
might be sensitive to different individuals. Therefore, efforts to maintain and sustain an
environment where the team openly welcomes and accepts differences is very important
(Rosing et al., 2011). Next, to continuously seek unique and differing viewpoints from all
team members, it is beneficial for the inclusive leader to help individual group members fully
express their ideas and viewpoints. This means that the leader becomes familiar with each
team member and understands the communication preference of the team as a whole and
across individuals. This knowledge can allow the leader to tailor the most effective and
positive approach to encourage outputs from each team member.
The second principle is the promotion of belongingness to create team culture. This is
achieved when leaders are supportive of the team and have everyone’s best interest at heart.
To achieve this, the leader must instill a sense of justice and equality in the team (Colquitt et
al., 2002). Doing so sets a standard and it sends a message that this behavior is also expected
of everyone in the team. Leaders must be aware of biases that may unintentionally exclude
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team members (Castilla & Benard, 2010), for example, ensuring team meetings are held at a
time during work hours that does not exclude individuals who might have family
commitments. Lastly, an inclusive leader might consider a shared leadership model, whereby
members participate in the decision process. This process encourages team members to share
their thoughts and ideas and may increase the acceptance of the decisions (De Dreu et al.,
2008). When team members are involved in the decision making process, the likelihood of
the decision coming to fruition is higher because of the commitment and buy-in from
everyone (Uhl-Bien, 2006).
At first, these two overarching principles might seem to be at odds with each other as
being unique and belonging at the same time might sound like an oxymoron. However, the
efforts to understand these two principles are likely to pay off when these two processes are
integrated and complement each other. Similar to the concept of safety and productivity,
individuals might reduce productivity when focused on safety, especially when first exposed
to this dual concept (Kaminski, 2001). Over time, employees have learnt to manage the tradeoffs between productivity and safety, and moved on from an 'either or' mentality to a
complementary 'and' mentality (Li et al., 2015). Drawing from the success of this example,
the complex system of inclusive leadership is most likely a skill that can be learned. The
importance of the two principles applied simultaneously needs to be acknowledged. The
effective management of a team is akin to a dynamic adaptive challenge. It is ongoing, which
means that from the beginning, leaders will need to understand that there may be constant
setbacks, so that mental preparation and resilience are important.
There may be challenges in the form of individual team members’ responses to
inclusion; the leader must learn and adapt. Examples of this include team members who lack
the confidence to present their ideas in a group setting or team members who are from the
minority and chose not to be seen through the lens of their demography. In cases like these,
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the leader can focus on work-related uniqueness and only bring demographic uniqueness into
the discussion if the team member agrees and feels psychologically safe with the process.
Other team members may resent the perceived attention to other team members or believe
that they are receiving special treatment. It is likely that perceptions of fairness are critical to
the trust needed for effective inclusion; it is beneficial if such perceptions are dealt with
directly and not dismissed. This can be promoted through perspective taking by the leader,
which role models mutual perspective taking in the team. Round robin sharing of
perspectives (the leader followed by each member in turn), as well as repeating back one’s
understanding of the others’ perspective (similar to active listening), is a practical technique
for such a process.
Considering these realities of the leader’s work context, the challenge of becoming an
inclusive leader is not a static problem that is solved with one time training or through one or
two interventions back on the job. It is a dynamic ongoing challenge. Practices such as 360degree leadership feedback at regular intervals can help. For the leader, it may take time to
learn all the nuances of his or her team and test different strategies until settling on those that
work. Disruption to existing routines may lead to short term losses in performance and
conflicts within the team. In order to stay the distance and not revert to less inclusive
established routines, leader self-efficacy will likely need to be developed. Support groups,
(peer) coaching, sharing of experiences, follow-up feedback and training and support from
senior managers are some of the strategies that can be used to support the leader on this
developmental journey.
Limitations and Future Research Directions
A limitation of the qualitative study is that I focused on individual diversity beliefs,
rather than shared beliefs that might exist among members of the same team. Previous
research on diversity beliefs has suggested that the diversity beliefs of each member of a team
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are influenced by other team members’ diversity beliefs (Hentschel et al., 2013; Tekleab &
Quigley, 2014; Van Dick et al., 2008). Future research might examine questions such as,
what are the factors that can influence an individual to alter their diversity beliefs and under
what conditions do individuals change or retain their diversity beliefs? Would the impact of
leadership behaviors affect an individual’s diversity beliefs? And would the influence from
other team members affect individuals who do not share the same diversity beliefs with
others? Perhaps those with greater tenure in the organization or team are particularly
influential. Also worthy of examination, is whether there are certain leadership behaviors
that cause an individual to shift from holding positive diversity beliefs to a negative slant.
What are the factors that could help individuals retain positive diversity beliefs despite
ineffective leadership or workplace situations? How resilient are an individual’s positive
diversity beliefs, before the positivity dissipates? Will there be ongoing costs for those with
positive diversity beliefs when they are in unfavorable workplace situations, and if so, are
there consequences (e.g. impact on team dynamics or team performance) associated with
this? In sum, I implore future organizational scholarship to investigate how individual
diversity beliefs shape and are shaped by, other beliefs in the team.
The quantitative research here was limited primarily in terms of the range of
outcomes examined, due to time and research design constraints. I encourage research that
continues examination of the associations between inclusive leadership behaviors and other
outcomes, with the inclusion of additional process mediators or moderators. This is important
because mixed results in diversity research that focus on main effects suggests that the effect
of diversity is contextual (Roberson et al., 2017a; 2017b). Utilization of mixed methods
approaches can yield richer data sets to allow for a more accurate inference of potential
relationships. In addition to mixed methodology, multiple levels of analysis should also be
carefully considered. For example, Dwertmann and colleagues (2016) pointed out that
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diversity scholars should consider research designs to investigate whether individual-level
outcomes are influenced more by individual-level or team-level perceptions.
The value of diversity surfaces in different context when given the right condition (De
Dreu, 2008). To discover optimal conditions that can reveal the value of diversity, I also
encourage studies that investigate mediators, moderators, and outcomes. For example, selfefficacy might be a potential mediator in the relationship between inclusive leadership and
the effectiveness of a team. Self-efficacy is a measure of a person’s belief that they are able to
achieve a task objective and is a strong predictor of performance especially when facing
challenges (Bandura, 1991). Inclusive leadership behaviors, such as helping team members to
fully contribute their ideas, can help to develop team members’ self-efficacy and over time
increase their confidence to continue sharing their ideas so that the rest of the team can
benefit from these ideas.
A promising potential moderator could be the level of friendship amongst individuals
in the team. While it is important to have exemplary leadership to communicate with
individual members, members within the team can benefit from communicating and
interacting with one another and providing peer to peer support to one another. Workplace
friendship is a voluntary relationship where participants interact with one another personally
(Wright, 1984). Researchers have found that friendship at work is positively associated with
job satisfaction, organizational commitment, and emotions, and negatively associated with
turnover intentions (Morrison, 2004). Therefore, strong friendships at work should amplify
the relationship between inclusive leadership behaviors and team effectiveness.
With the world wide pandemic affecting and adding stress due to a change in work
routines, team thriving is an outcome that is worth investigating to explore if inclusive
leadership can positively influence thriving diverse teams. Thriving is a psychological state
whereby individuals experience both a sense of learning and vitality (Porath et al., 2012).
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Employees who thrive at work were found to cope better with work stresses. Team thriving
can be defined as a combination of team learning and collective effervescence, a collection of
intense feelings of excitement and enthusiasm (Durkheim, 1912). Diverse teams that are
cohesive and positively engage with differences are likely to experience team thriving.
In terms of recommended methods, results from field experiments provide valuable
recommendations to workplace practitioners (Eden, 2017). If tightly controlled field
experiments are inappropriate in certain situations when evaluating diversity-related
measures, Ivancevich and Gilbert (2000) proposed four alternative approaches in diversity
management research. The first approach focuses on a partnership between researchers and
organizational administrators. This combination marries the researcher’s scientific expertise
on measurement, evaluation and creativity with the administrators’ expertise on the
organization’s history, vision and plans. This synergy can benefit both parties because of the
tailored approach founded by a wealth of knowledge from both experts.
The second research alternative is to embed the researcher as an observer within the
organization. This emic research approach can allow the researchers to learn the intricate and
complex nuances that unfold in the organization and the teams. Time spent observing teams
in situ can result in rich and insightful outcomes. Field observation is powerful and valuable
especially in the area of diversity because it is a sensitive and complex topic. Information
gleaned from participants’ self-reporting might be positively biased. The bias in participants’
self-reporting could also be due to learned response surrounding topics associated with
diversity. Through social norms and political correctness, there is an expectation of a certain
standard when talking about sensitive issues related to diversity. Participants might also have
blind spots to their own behaviors and recollections. To accomplish an observational
approach, researchers might consider shadowing a team leader, observing the leader’s
behavior over a period of time, and using a behavioral check list to record the behaviors.
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Next, the researcher could choose to let the leader recount and self-assess their own
behaviors, and perhaps have a peer or subordinate also rate the leader. Through such
triangulation, it would be possible to identify the leader’s blind spot and this information can
then be used to tailor a coaching leadership training intervention.
The third research alternative is the use of archival data, such as detailed case
histories of the firm. Historical records can reveal some insights for researchers to understand
the current firm’s culture. Historical records on past employee demographic data,
performance reviews, exit surveys, and even legal cases can paint a rich tapestry of an
organization’s diversity climate. Joshi and Roh (2009) found that contextualized diversity
research is important to understanding where, when, and how diversity dynamics evolve in
organizations. Recently, due to a significant change of work routines caused by the global
pandemic, employees are working from home and team meetings are increasingly held on
virtual platforms. These virtual team meetings might be recorded and such footage is a
potential data source for scholars to analyze individual behaviors and team dynamics
The fourth research alternative looks at another type of historical data, external
evaluations of the organization carried out by a third-party. For example, if there have been
evaluations conducted by consultants or researchers that focused on the firm’s diversity
management plan or initiatives, scholars can refer to these evaluation outcomes as another
source of information for their research analysis.. Blending insights gained from different
historical reviews with data from interviews, cross-sectional or longitudinal surveys, the
application of different research methods and collection of data from multiple sources, known
as mixed methods research design, can provide a richer and fuller picture of teams within an
organization. Tapping into separate datasets on the same entity allow researchers to use
different techniques to elaborate, generalize, triangulate, and interpret the data (Gibson,
2017).
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Conclusion
With globalization and a significant increase in virtual collaborations, diverse work
teams are a common feature in organizations. However, research presents mixed results
regarding how diversity affects work outcomes. To overcome this ambiguity, promising
results have been obtained when diversity scholars refine studies by incorporating the use of
process moderators and mediators and more elaborate research designs such as mixed
methods designs. In the same vein, this thesis contributes to the literature and organizational
practice by utilizing a mixed methods approach and extrapolating rich one-on-one interview
data and mediation processes at the team level to glean how inclusive leadership behaviors
and positively engaged team diversity climates are created. The concept of inclusive
leadership is a powerful framework because of its dynamic nature that can adapt to our fast
changing world. Inclusive leaders simultaneously encourage individuals to be unique and
belong to the team while making sure that diversity is utilized for work benefits. An
engagement-focused diversity climate and inclusive leadership behaviors can have
repercussions beyond the organization. In the words of Professor Tim Soutphommasane, the
Australian Race Discrimination Commissioner:
“It is grossly naïve to believe that social and political matters can somehow be
quarantined from the workplace. If there are deteriorations in our race relations and
cultural harmony, they will affect the atmosphere within our workplaces. By the same
measure, where we see leadership in our workplaces on cultural diversity, that may
itself contribute to better race relations outside the workplace. We have to be mindful
about the standards we set and the habits we cultivate within our organizations
because it will have an influence well beyond the walls of our offices, shops,
warehouses and factories.”
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